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BRAND NEW PRIME-TIME BBC
SERIES NEEDS YOU

A major new BBC series is looking for trainer
enthusiasts/ industry experts to be taken on the trip

of a lifetime relating to their passion.

• Do you work in the sports footwear industry, at any
level, including managerial or corporate?

• Have you recently retired from the industry?
• Or are you simply passionate and knowledgeable

about trainers?

If any of the above applies to you, then we want to
hear from you NOW!

Filming will take place in a number of foreign
locations, over 2 weeks in July. The prime time

programme will then air later in the year.

If you, or anyone you know, is interested, then
please email

Cat at takepart@celador.co.uk or call 020 7845 6883
for more information.

Places are limited, so please contact us TODAY

http://www.celador.co.uk
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RECORD SALES FOR RONHILL VIZION
Ronhill has posted record sales of its Vizion running collection.
The increase follows the company's biggest-ever marketing
drive in support of the collection and comes at a time when its
women's range is also experiencing
strong sales growth.

"We have been experiencing
strong sales across the ranges 
with encouraging reaction for our
boys' and girls' collections, 
which are being launched in-
store and online," says Oliver
Carter, Ronhill's
Promotional Manager.

"The brand is certainly
experiencing a surge in
popularity and, as a market
leader, we are benefiting from
the consumer's renewed
interest in running, especially
amongst women, coinciding,
as it has, with the marked
decline in gym
memberships."

WHAT’S NEWS
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900

ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

www.xpres.co.uk  
Tel 01332 855 085  
Fax 01332 855 080 

The Xpres Ultragraphics system enables fast and cost effective
production of one-off and low volume, single or full colour logos for

application to a huge range of apparel, accessories and sporting gifts.

● Fast and easy production of 
single and full colour logos

● Produce from 1 to 100’s of 
transfers profitably

● Low consumable costs

● From just £1,545 (inc.installation, 
full training and warranty)

A Revolution in
Personalised Sportswear

STAG INITIATIVES
CONTINUE
TO MAKE POSITIVE
IMPACT

SPORTS INSIGHT06

With 160 retailers already confirming their attendance, the STAG Show on
November 18-19 looks set to add its record growth to the impact being
made by the buying group on behalf of the independent sports retail trade.

A total of 60 suppliers are currently represented on the increasing
exhibitor list. STAG's unique approach of underwriting the cost of retailer
accommodation to assist with attendance, combined with a continually
expanding interest in membership, means that the show is now firmly
regarded as the primary resource for placing brands and new products before
a quality target audience.

"With both exhibition space and retailer accommodation now virtually all
taken up, the 2007 show looks set to be our most successful yet," says Ward
Robertson, STAG's managing director.

"We would advise any suppliers or retailers who have not yet committed
to the event to contact us at the earliest opportunity in order to enjoy the
maximum level of commercial support we provide our business partners at
the show."

STAG has started its new financial year well, performing over target in
the acquisition of both premium suppliers and new retail membership. In
March eight retail outlets joined the group and it is expected that
membership will increase to 450 by the end of the year.

Supporting members in maximising their 
commercial potential, STAG has invested in a number of marketing and
business tools recently, including a regular monthly bulletin that carries
exclusive supplier promotions. Canterbury, Speedo, McDavid, Asics, Hi-Tec
and Puma have all participated in providing these exclusive retail offers.  

On top of this, the newly developed STAG website is now live. To reflect
the introduction of specialist outdoor, footwear and equestrian sectors within
STAG, new supplier listings feature an easy-to-use coding to assist retailers in
identifying specialist 
product categories. 

The site also features direct links to ispo, giving retailers quick access to
information on the global sports trade community and its international
shows, as well as featured industry news. 

This summer STAG will be taking a group of suppliers and retail members
to visit ispo’s new Munich show - ispo Sport & Style. This will be the first ispo
of its kind to focus both on premium and technical sports product
developments, as well as the increasing number of brands producing style-
influenced apparel, footwear and kit.  

STAG members who visit ispo are automatically eligible for an ispo card
and its many benefits, in addition to which STAG will be hosting a hospitality
area for UK visitors to the show.

http://www.xpres.co.uk
mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
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GRASS ROOTS FOOTBALL 
SHOW 2007
JUNE 9-10
Ricoh Arena, Coventry

OUTDOORPREVIEW
JULY 3-5
Harrogate International Centre

ISPO SPORT & STYLE
JULY 8-10
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

THE TENT SHOW @ STONELEIGH
SEPTEMBER 2-7
Stoneleigh Park

RETAIL SOLUTIONS 2007
JUNE 5-7
NEC, Birmingham

ISPO RUSSIA SUMMER
SEPTEMBER 5-8
Crocus Center, Moscow

SPORTS SOURCE ASIA
OCTOBER 27-30
Hong Kong SAR
www.sportssource-asia.com

THE OUTDOOR TRADE SHOW 2007
OCTOBER 3-5
Stoneleigh Park

GOLF EUROPE
OCTOBER 7-9
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

STAG BUYING SHOW
IN ASSOCIATION WITH SPORTS INSIGHT

NOVEMBER 18-19
Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club, Oxfordshire
For further information call STAG on 01793 715406

Diary Dates WOMEN MATCH MEN IN THE
SPORTS JOB MARKET
Women are now just as likely to get a job in sport as
men, according to The Sports Recruitment Company.

The company’s own data shows that 50 per cent
of candidates it has placed into jobs in the sports
industry are likely to be women, compared with just
22 per cent a year ago. The jobs range from senior
marketing roles with rights holders to business
development positions, account directors and sales

executives in the agency sector.
One of the reasons for the growth in the number of women getting into

sport is thought to be the increasing commercialisation of the industry in
recent years. 

Says Chris King, managing director of The Sports Recruitment Company:
"Sport used to be a bit of a closed shop with vacancies being filled by people
who had always been around the club or venue, perhaps as a volunteer or
working up from a very junior role.

"But as sport has become increasingly commercialised, employers have
become more and more open to bringing in talent from outside and utilising
skills from other disciplines. This is particularly true in the area of marketing
where candidates who, for example, have cut their teeth marketing consumer
goods can bring their skills to marketing sport.

"At the same time, we've seen more and more women enjoy sports as
consumers, particularly in football, cricket and rugby. It is possible these two
factors combined have driven the rise of women entering the sports jobs
markets, but the change in the last year has been surprisingly quick."

"I didn't know it was against the rules"
Cleberson makes his excuses after being booked for kissing the ref 

ISPO WINTER 08
JANUARY 27-30
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

ISPO CHINA WINTER 08 
FEBRUARY 24-26
China International Exhibition Centre, Peking

Chris King:
“Sport used 
to be a bit of a
closed shop”

http://www.jvmcastings.com/
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.sportssource-asia.com
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PRECISION DELIVERS 
NOTTS COUNTY KIT EARLY
Precision Training has delivered the new home kit for Notts County -

the world's oldest football club - four months ahead of schedule.

Normally, professional clubs don't have their new replica kits

available until the start of the season in August. But Nottingham-

based Precision Training pulled out all the stops to ensure that the

Mapgies had a full range of their 07/08 home kit on sale for the final

game of this season.

Says David Sanderson, Precision Training's National Sales

Manager: "Fans were extremely excited that they could buy next

season's kit at the end of this season. It means they can now wear

the kit throughout the summer before Notts officially start wearing it

in August.

"The club reported excellent levels of sales and this is something

we shall definitely look to undertake again."

Precision Training has also produced its most comprehensive

catalogue to date. At 48 pages, the 2007-08 guide includes a full

range of sports textiles, including the new Ultimate range, sports

luggage and a medical support range.

In the catalogue Precision Training also unveils its new official

partnership relationships with Preston, Leicester City and Notts County

football clubs, cricket county Nottinghamshire and national ladies

hockey champions, Leicester Ladies.

For more information on Precision Training visit
www.precisiontraining.uk.com

LOTTO LANDS IN BRAZIL
Lotto has announced a licensing agreement with Filon
Confeccoes Ltda that will allow the Brazilian company to
manufacture and market Lotto-branded products throughout
Brazil until the end of 2009. The deal also includes a renewal
option for a further three years.

As well as Lotto's international collection, Filon will also
manufacture product lines specifically for the Brazilian market.
Distribution will be through the general sports trade as well
as specialist football stores and Filon's own outlets.
Geographical development is to be focused in the centre and
south of the country initially and will later be extended to the
rest of Brazil.

Filon was established in 1986 and is headquartered in San
Paolo. The company specialises in sports clothing for football.

Lotto's aim is to achieve total sales of $20 million in three
years and become the number three brand in the Brazilian
football market.

"Landing in Brazil is an important breakthrough for
Lotto," says Andrea Tomat, President of Lotto Sport Italia.
"The combination of our product expertise and our new
partner's coverage of the country's territory, plus its
consolidated experience in soccer, will allow us to achieve
significant results in a country which is
the symbol of soccer.

"Great passion for this sport is part
of Lotto's DNA as well as of Brazil's
people - many of its greatest stars are
linked to our brand today with Cafu,
Dida, Doni and Amauri standing out. I
am sure that we will soon see the Lotto
double diamond logo in prominence in
the Brazilian league championship too."

Andrea Tomat: "Landing in
Brazil is an important

breakthrough for Lotto"

http://www.precisiontraining.uk.com
http://www.jpricebath.co.uk
mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
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…1000 Mile Sportswear is moving to larger premises in Watford to
accommodate its growing portfolio of brands. Latest additions include the
Piz Buin Mountain suncare range and Daktarin Aktiv, both of which will be
launched at Outdoor Preview in Harrogate…OPRO, the world's largest

supplier of premium, custom-fitting mouthguards, has won the Queen's Award for Enterprise:
Innovation, the UK's most prestigious award for business performance, for its groundbreaking work in
improving children's and sports players' oral protection…Coca-Cola has agreed a deal to sponsor the
Olympic Torch Relay for the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games, the Vancouver 2010 Olympic Winter Games
and the London 2012 Olympic Games…Lotto has closed 2006 with a turnover of 277 million euros - up
eight per cent on the previous year's figure. The company posted a 19 per cent increase in sales in the
GB market…The majority of the British public remain highly sceptical about the country's ability to
successfully deliver the London Olympics in 2012 to the current budget, according to a survey carried
out by Pentacle, an expert in commercial project management. The survey of over 400 people reveals
that 62 per cent are 'certain' the site will not be built to budget, with a further 27 per cent 'not
confident' that it will. Only one person in 10 is confident about the Olympics' financing…the organiser
of Wimbledon has announced that total prize money for this year's tournament will increase by nearly
nine per cent, with a record pot of £11,282,710 to be shared equally between male and female players
for the first time…Porttsmouth FC has unveiled plans for a new 36,000-seater stadium to be built in
the city's docklands area…The International Olympic Committee has announced that the Olympic
flame relay tour will come through London on April 6 next year on its way to 2008 Games host
Beijing…Asics is planning a major push into the global market through the launch of its first
worldwide integrated marketing campaign…Liverpool's dramatic penalty shootout victory over
Chelsea broke audience records for ITV, attracting a peak audience of 11.7m, according to unofficial
overnight figures…The Crucible, the venue for the World Snoooker Championship, is to undergo a
three-year £13m refurbishment…Soccer Scene Limited has signed a deal to provide retail services at
high profile sporting events. The arrangement will see the company, which runs a chain of specialist
shops and a website service, handle retail services, including a large retail store, kiosks, VIP services
and Wembley's retail website, together with the provision of all staffing and service infrastructure, at
the stadium…Fila is to move into the global fashion sector by launching high-end, mass-market
clothing ranges. The brand is also looking to maintain and expand its ties with sports events and
athletes, particularly in tennis…Zoggs has recorded its 36,000th registrant to Swim4Fitness, its online
swim training programme…

Sports
Shorts

TAKEOVER TARGETS
At least 53 UK sports and leisurewear firms are prime targets for a takeover and another 70
could be sold off by their parent companies, according to a new report by independent business
analyst Plimsoll Publishing. 

At the other end of the scale, 24 companies are expanding rapidly, largely through
acquisitions, and there are 30 ‘predators’ using the misfortune of others to clean up in the
market.

Says Plimsoll’s Senior Analyst, David Pattison: “The 53 takeover targets we have identified
generally have a similar profile - they are privately owned, are in financial difficulty and have
owners who are approaching retirement. The other 70 distressed companies are operating as
divisions of larger parents.

“Against a background of overcapacity, rising costs and falling margins, consolidation in the
UK sports and leisurewear market is inevitable in 2007.”

Plimsoll’s new VIBE analysis of the sports and leisurewear industry identifies those companies
in financial distress, those with aging boards, those with hidden potential and a range of other
factors that affect their likelihood of being taken over.

VIBE is available to purchase by calling 01642 626422 or emailing c.sherwood@plimsoll.co.uk.
Sports Insight readers can benefit from a £50 discount by quoting Ref PR04.

M AND M DIRECT TEAMS UP WITH TALKSPORT
M and M Direct has linked up with radio station talkSPORT in an integrated promotional
campaign.

The online retailer is running strategic advertising on the station from mid-April
through to early December in a bid to increase its profile among talkSPORT listeners, a
key demographic of M and M Direct's market.

"We're delighted to be on board with talkSPORT," says M and M Direct CEO Mike
Tomkins. "We've a longstanding heritage in sports and continue to provide consumers
with the lowest possible prices on a massive array of sporting goods.

"talkSPORT provides us with a direct avenue to our customer base. We're looking
forward to developing the relationship throughout 2007."

http://www.mamlogistics.co.uk
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
mailto:sherwood@plimsoll.co.uk
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…Puma has signed professional golfer
Kiran Matharu (pictured) to further
boost the brand’s sports marketing
portfolio ahead of the 2007 Ladies

European Golf Tour…Linebreak UK has been appointed as the
official supplier of Base Layer and Compression Clothing to the
British Triathlon Federation…Helly Hansen has signed up a
team of pro adventure racers to represent the brand at some of
the most extreme multi-sport, endurance and adventure races
across the globe in 2007. Athletes Mark Humphrey, Howard Lowe,
Nicola MacLeod and Ski Sharp are Team Helly Hansen UK. They
will battle it out with some of the toughest athletes on earth at
the Wilderness Arc Adventure Racing World Championships in the
Scottish Highlands (May 24-June 2) and compete in all four Helly
Hansen Adventure Challenge events in 2007…Luton Town FC
has unveiled Puma as the new official technical kit partner to the
club from the 2007/8 season…The England and Wales Cricket
Board has confirmed that Adidas will be the official kit supplier
to the England team from April 2008 following an early
termination of the current Admiral kit sponsorship deal…EA
Sports has signed a long-term sponsorship deal with up-and-
coming footballer Daniel Sturridge. The deal with the 17-year-
old Manchester City striker is part of a wider commitment from
the brand to work with young players prior to them breaking into
the mainstream…

Sponsorship
News

First Berghaus store 
Berghaus will open its first flagship store in September this year in
the Gateshead MetroCentre. Owned and operated directly by
Berghaus, the store will stock the latest products from the
company’s range of performance clothing, footwear, rucksacks
and accessories.

The Gateshead MetroCentre, where Berghaus will occupy a
ground floor site, receives 24 million visitors per year. 

Says Richard Cotter, Berghaus Brand President: “We have
made it clear that we aim to be one of the top five global
outdoor brands. This flagship store is a very exciting prospect and
provides us with an outstanding commercial opportunity as a key
element of our overall strategy. 

“In our north east England heartland we will be able to
communicate more effectively with consumers and showcase and
trial new product innovations more effectively.”

By September, the company will have introduced 43 new
styles to its core walking and climbing ranges, along with
improvements to a number of established ‘classic’ products and
the new Ator collection.

Munich, 8–10 july 07

Tradeshow for  
     Sports-Inspired 
  Lifestyles
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www.ispo-sportstyle.com

Messe München GmbH, Messegelände, 81823 München, Germany, Phone +49 (0)89 9 49-11388 
Fax +49 (0)89 9 49-11389, info@ispo.com, www.ispo.com     for  t rade visitors only
Pattern Ltd.,  Richmond, Surrey TW9 2LL, Phone (020) 8940 4625, Fax (020) 8948 1442

info@pattern.co.uk, www.pattern.co.uk

http://www.kai-stiepel.com
http://www.kai-stiepel.com
http://www.kai-stiepel.com
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http://www.ispo-sportstyle.com
mailto:info@ispo.com
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http://www.pattern.co.uk
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Essential stock for your shop

Kit Stop

Prince O3 Black squash racquet
Building on its strong heritage in Squash, Prince is expanding the pioneering O3

racquet range - launched last season with the O3 Tour and O3 Silver - by introducing
the new O3 Black racquet.

Featuring a 470 sq cm head-size, the O3 Black is the most lightweight racquet of
the series - a superlight 135 gm - and retails at £150.

In advance of its launch, the O3 Black has already enjoyed spectacular success on
the elite circuit. On its maiden appearance in the hands of Scottish international John
White, the former world number one exceeded his seeding to reach the final of the
Dayton Open in the USA.

Then, just weeks later, England international Jenny Duncalf debuted with the 
O3 Black in the British National Championships - and upset three higher-seeded
opponents on the way to winning the women's title for the first time.
For more information visit www.princesports.com

McDavid sports medical self shipper
Looking for an easy way to merchandise the most popular 
sports supports?

McDavid, the world’s leading sports medical supplier, has a
compact self shipper featuring 24 supports that can be sited either as
a counter, window or general display, making it easy for the customer
to select their item and for you to keep track of stock.

Available as either a neoprene or an elasticated pack, the box
features the top-selling supports for knee, ankle, elbow and wrist.
Order today and receive an introductory discount on immediate and
top-up stocks or, for ease, simply top-up through Cartasport.
McDavid: 08701 188002. Email: info@mcdaviduk.com

Free Lace
Free Lace is a technical shoelace that has knots positioned along its 
entire length.

If you stretch the lace the knots disappear, allowing you to thread it
through a shoe’s eyelets.

The knots allow you to adjust the tension between each set of eyelets
to the exact mould of your foot and create separate tension zones along
the entire lacing system. The knots will continue to maintain that exact
setting.

Conventional laces only have one tension level at the bow end. One
of the disadvantages of using conventional laces is that when your body
temperature rises, your feet swell up and get compressed by the laces;
when the temperature drops, your laces become loose.

Ordinary elastic laces avoid foot compression. But there is a
disadvantage. When you initially tie your shoelace, you set it to the mould
of your foot. However, after a short period of activity the lace loses its grip
and finally ends up with the shoe having only one tension level, similar to
conventional laces. 

The patented knot system of Free Lace has finally come up with the
ideal solution - a lace of genius with disappearing knots.
For more information call David McKibbin Sports on 0208 459 2605 or
email mckibbinssports@aol.com

12 SPORTS INSIGHT
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Tel: 02392 823216.
Web: www.djmproducts.co.uk

www.sportindustry.biz

Sennheiser sports headphones hit sports
stores running
ASSIST creative resources Ltd launched the Sennheiser range of sports
headphones in the last quarter of 2006. Since then distribution and
sales have grown steadily, with a massive upturn in the run-up to the
London Marathon and the Expo held at London’s ExCeL leading up to
the marathon itself. 

Steve Raven of ASSIST creative resources Ltd, distributor of
Sennheiser sports headphones, commented: “It seems with the advent
of warm weather and the increasing popularity of mp3 players the
running public have switched on to quality headphones and Sennheiser
have produced just the product that everyone seems to want.”

With six different styles to match every sportsperson’s specific
exercise needs, every individual can enjoy both their training run, along
with their choice of music, podcast or motivational dialogue track. 

The PMX70 and LMX70 models are lightweight and secure in the
ear and are excellent for running sports as they enable ambient sound
to be heard, making them safe to use in traffic-filled streets. The
MXL70 includes a lanyard that allows them to conveniently hang
around the neck when not being used. 

With a price
range between
£19.99 and
£29.99, these
sports headphones
are good value and
significantly enhance
the enjoyment of
training sessions.
To become an authorised stockist of
Sennheiser sports headphones contact
ASSIST creative resources Ltd on
01978 664743 or email
sales@assist.co.uk

Dita performance apparel
Dita has recently teamed up with one of China’s most reputable textile producers to
launch its technical performance undergarments. Its Pro Thermo-Rite Omni-climate
range has features like seamless bodies on the vests and a Clariant
moisture management system.

The company also has several new models of hockey shoes out this
year. The new Turf Max 2 replaces the current Turf Max and will be 100
grams lighter (based on size 9). It incorporates the patented Asystec ME
waterproof system, which prevents water penetration, and is expected to
be a big hit with Olympic players.
Dita: 0131 660 1222. sales@dita.co.uk

13www.sports-insight.co.uk
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Cool clothing from Karakal
Karakal’s new men’s clothing collection is
out now and taking the market by storm.

Worn and endorsed by leading men’s
squash player Cameron Pilley, the new
racquet sport collection combines stylish
design and body-shaped comfort with the
very latest in Cool Tec material.

Karakal Cool Tec uses specially
designed fibres that wick moisture away
from the skin, allowing the body to
breathe, essential for any player serious
about their game.

The Match Cool Button Polo shirt is
made from 100 per cent Cool Tec. It has a
20mm longer back and mesh under-arm
panels and is available in a range of colours
and sizes. The Cool Tec shorts, with their
two side pockets, elasticated and
drawstring waist and mesh back panel, are
also available in a range of sizes and
colours to complement the shirt range.

New for 2007 is the Set Cool Zip Polo,
a welcome addition to Karakal’s already
extensive clothing range.
For more information contact Karakal on
0117 982 9057, email sales@karakal.com
or visit www.karakal.com

Essential stock for your shop

Kit Stop
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ASICS Tigreor Rugby
The Spring Summer 2008 season sees ASICS launch a new
Rugby boot to the market. This is, however, no ordinary Rugby
boot. After conducting thorough research on over 2000 elite
players, and a successful football version of the boot ASICS
launches the Tigreor Rugby.

At the heart of the Tigreor Rugby is the HG10mm heel
raise comprised of SoLyte offering improved durability and
cushioning. This heel raise improves running efficiency by
reducing pressure and impact forces on the heel and
hamstring allowing the wearer to perform from a more
biomechanically efficient position. To complement the heel
raise the Tigreor rugby has a two density insole that is
denser at the heel for added stability and softer under the
forefoot for improved flexibility and cushioning. Finally, the

upper is made from synthetic leather and includes an
external heel counter.

The new ASICS Tigreor Rugby is the most sophisticated
boot ever built and will provide players with a new level of
protection on the pitch. The Tigreor Rugby will be available
from October 2007.
For more information or to order this product contact ASICS
on 01925 243360 or email info@asics.co.uk  

http://karakal.com
mailto:info@asics.co.uk
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EXEL Nordic Walking poles and accessories
Nordic Walking UK distributes original Finnish Nordic
walking poles and accessories by EXEL.

Nordic Walking UK is the leading authority on
Nordic walking in this country and is responsible for
the development of the sport nationally. Nordic
Walking UK has trained over 260 instructors and
all Nordic Walking UK instructors use EXEL
Nordic walking equipment.

Nordic Walking UK supports the retailer
through building direct links between local
instructor and outlet. Nordic Walking UK, with its
partner ASICS, promotes www.nordicwalking.co.uk
as the country’s leading website for information
on instructors and classes and EXEL and ASICS
Nordic walking stockists.
Nordic Walking UK: 020 8878 8108.

Unsquashable Mini Squash
Unsquashable has linked with England Squash to promote a modification of
the game that will introduce the sport to tens of thousands of children over
the next five years.

“Unsquashable Mini Squash is a fantastic programme - the way to
introduce squash to kids in schools, clubs and sports centres,” says Nick Rider,
chief executive of England Squash. “The programme includes special
equipment featuring a great rebound wall, specially designed racquets in
different sizes and three balls with a variation in size and bounce, including
the Fundation larger version.

“It also provides a wide range of exciting games and activities that enable
youngsters to learn to play without the need for a traditional squash court.”

The Unsquashable Mini Squash rebound wall is available in two versions -
the lower cost steel model (retail price £109.99) is suitable for recreational use
and the aluminium version (retail price £149.99) has been selected by England
Squash for use in schools and clubs. In addition to school gyms, the
Unsquashable rebound wall is suitable for use in playgrounds and on home
driveways.

Pioneered by England Squash, Unsquashable Mini Squash has now been
officially adopted by Scottish Squash, Squash Wales and Irish Squash.
For further information regarding Unsquashable Mini Squash equipment,
contact Laura Hall at Ransome Sporting Goods, Wood Street, Middlesbrough
TS1 1JP. Telephone: 01642 224444. Fax: 01642 226000. Email: lh@rsgsport.com

‘Want your name across it?”
GNG Sport
A solid branding strategy communicates a strong,
consistent message about the value of your company. A
strong brand helps you sell value and the intangibles that
surround your products.

With the Rugby World Cup round the corner, there has
never been a better time to harness the power of having
your most valuable asset across the best quality rugby
equipment.

As the UK’s leading manufacturer of branded 
rugby training equipment, GNG Sport is the name behind
the names.
For further information contact Neal Spencer on 01924
418935 or email sports@gng-group.co.uk

http://sportindustry.biz
http://www.gng-group.co.uk/
http://rsgsport.com
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Talking Shop
Furley & Baker, Beckenham and Blackheath

RETAIL INTERVIEW

Furley & Baker has been in
Beckenham since the 1920s, originally
being a combined fruits and sports
shop until 1931. It has changed hands
three times since then and is now run
by Chris, David and Tristan, a hockey
coach and umpire, cricket coach and
former decathlete, plus five part-time
staff, including an England U21
hockey player, U18 squad member,
Level 2 hockey coach, a tennis player
and a female England cricketer.

Why did you decide to get into 
sports retailing? 
After taking over the Beckenham shop
lease and buying the business as a going
concern, we got a bit carried away and
opened a second shop in Blackheath. 

How would you describe the shops?
Furley & Baker is a specialist sports
shop. Hockey is our Beckenham shop’s
mainstay, with cricket, rugby and
racquet sports doing well. In Blackheath
we also cover these but with a larger
running section - mainly shoes but some
kit as well.

Four of us are trained restringers and
each shop has a restringing machine by
the main window. We offer a ‘while you
wait’ restring as well as the usual ‘done
by tomorrow’ service for tennis,
badminton and squash.

We gave the Beckenham shop a long
overdue refit in 2003 using partly
mirrored slate, which with the clear
perspex fittings shows off the stock
cleanly and clearly. We found a 1931
thruppenny bit on the floor, which

probably dated back to the last refit.
The Blackheath shop, which we opened
in 2005, used to be a lingerie shop with
pink walls. So we varnished the floor
but kept the pink walls with Gridwall,
and we have a lovely storeroom with
pink walls and a pink carpet!

What has been the strongest sector of
the market for you over the last year? 
Cricket and running have shown the
most growth. We have a number of
tennis demo days arranged with a few
coaches working well with us, so we
expect tennis sales to continue to expand. 

How has trade been generally in the
last 12 months?
Trade is good. Beckenham does well.
The Blackheath shop had a good
increase in the second spring and
summer after it was opened, but a

disappointing fourth quarter. However,
third year sales are up nicely and it has
made us realise it takes a while to
become a destination shop, which I
think all sports specialists have to
become to survive.

How do you compete and keep
customers coming back?
Beckenham is incredibly competitive.
There’s us, Simply Sports, a specialist
running shop, Football Crazy on the
high street and Beckenham Cricket

Supplies nearby. Even the local
toyshop still calls itself Beckenham
Sports and Toys! Blackheath has no
nearby competitors.

We show customers stock and
product knowledge in-depth and have a
straightforward pricing policy. Also, we
like to surprise them with new products
from a brand they’ve not yet heard of or a
brand crossing over. But rather than just
gimmickery, we make sure the quality of
new products meets the customers’ needs.

Are you a member of any buying groups?
We’re not in a buying group. We all love
sport so we discuss new products we’ve
seen, and we are always happy to trial a
new line, particularly if the younger
team members are asking for it.

What do you believe is the biggest
barrier to doing business?
Getting them through the shop door.

What percentage of your sales come
from your website?
Our web site - www.furleyandbaker.co.uk
- currently contributes only the equivalent
of one month’s sales from one shop. We
keep web prices the same as in the shops,
and we don’t have immediate payment at
present as we don’t like taking customers’
money before we know we can deliver. 

I’m sure we’ll get more from the
website this year, but although it costs
little financially it is very costly in
terms of time.

What do you like most and least about
the business?
Theft is really annoying. Even though
we can count the three Nike footballs,
one baseball bat and the Woodworm
signature bat stolen in the last two years
on the fingers of one hand, it is very
hard not to let it get you down. 

You find yourself making the
doorway less inviting, you might treat

some younger customers uneasily, which
makes them uncomfortable - all because
of a small dent to the bottom line. We
should call it shrinkage and cost for it,
but it’s the personal touch that people
come to a specialist shop for, and that
personal touch extends to caring about
smaller issues such as this.

What we like most? Giving
customers not just what they came into
the shop to buy, but helping them find
what they didn’t know they really
wanted until they came in. si

“We are always happy to trial a new line,
particularly if the younger team members

are asking for it”

http://www.furleyandbaker.co.uk


PRECISION Training
is Britain’s fastest growing sports

training and apparel brand.

Now with the new 2007-08

catalogue, it’s bigger and better

than ever before.

Precision Training offers 

you the ultimate one-stop total

sports solution.

Graham Taylor 

(former England national
football team manager)

Official Brand Ambassador

For more information and to obtain a copy of our catalogue, please contact 

Reydon Sports on 01159 002342 or visit 

www.precisiontraining.uk.com

JUST ADD
BLOOD,SWEAT

AND TEARS
NEW 2007-8 CATALOGUE
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awareness, so that the end users are effectively asking for
our products by name.

We have found this to be very successful over many
years and has built up a good reputation.

Do you have certain criteria a brand must fulfil before
you consider taking it on?
First of all, we need to be the exclusive distributors of the
brand for the British and Irish markets and, secondly, that
brand needs to be capable of gaining a significant market
share within the particular sport, either by the popularity of
the product which is imported from the brand owner, or that
we can work with the brand to develop products that are
successful in this market.

This is a hard and time-consuming way to develop the
brand, but if we can achieve it, it does deliver dividends in
the long term.

Will you be taking on any new brands this year?
No. It is rare for us to take on a new brand. The last one that
we introduced was Louisville Slugger about five years ago.
We take on a brand and try to develop it strongly for the
long term. Gymnastics is a new sport for us and this is being
marketed under our own Sure Shot brand. Mats are included
as well as benches, etc.

How do you think the 2012 Games will affect trade?
There will obviously be a boost at the time of the Games
because of the blanket publicity and coverage that the sports
will enjoy. However, we had hoped that bringing the
Olympic Games to London would give an overall boost
long-term to the sport’s market in this country, but the extent
of the legacy aspects appears to be in doubt.

We had thought that the government would not just
have invested in the Games, but also in the infrastructure in
all the sports through the governing bodies and clubs to
give the whole country the opportunity and encouragement
to play. 

It seems the cost of putting on the Games is now so high
that the investment plans are being cut back, to such an
extent that the money that would normally be allocated to
sports development through the Lottery Sports Fund and
other revenue channels is actually being cut to below
previous levels which, in my opinion, is counter-productive.

We should be using the investment in the Games to
invest in sport, and that does not appear to be the case.

Can you tell us about the brands you stock?
We are the exclusive distributors for two major table tennis
brands, Butterfly and Schildkrot, which between them
provide every product required for table tennis. For
basketball and netball equipment, our brand is Sure Shot.
We also recently introduced a range of Sure Shot gymnastics
equipment, which has created some interest in the trade.

For basketballs and baseballs/softballs, we represent
Baden in the United Kingdom; for baseball and softball
equipment, Louisville Slugger. For racquets, we have
Unsquashable squash, Talbot Torro badminton and our own
range of Ransome tennis equipment, plus Gosen strings.

What’s been your best-selling brand this year and why?
Our best-selling brand this year has been Butterfly table
tennis. This is always our best brand because of the large
market share we enjoy. Butterfly is the leading brand for
table tennis throughout the world and this is one of
Butterfly’s strongest markets. 

Another brand that has done extremely well has been
Sure Shot for basketball and netball equipment, where the
ranges we carry suit most sectors of this market.

How do you market the brands?
Each brand is different. First of all, we work hard to produce
the very best equipment to meet the needs of the consumer,
then we work within each sport to promote our product,
generally through the governing bodies and through the club
and player network to create a strong brand and product

Seconds
Alan Ransome, managing
director of Ransome
Sporting Goods Group

si



PRICE OF BATH
est 1936

Europe’s ONLY ball producer

Personalised Tennis Balls
make great presents/prize
1 tube of 4 balls upwards

Retailers: Increase your profits
WITH NO OUTLAY!! HOW?

• We supply an A4/A3 wall/window
display with order cards attached

• You take the orders, and money!
• You post order to us, using prepaid envelope
• We post balls to your customer within 5 days

• We invoice you at trade, monthly account

For info: Tel 01225 742141
Fax 01225 743237

or Email: derek@jpricebath.co.uk  
Website www.jpricebath.co.uk

We are Britain’s ONLY ball
manufacturers
Squash Balls, Official
Racket Balls, Fronton Balls,
Official Fives Balls, Skittle
Balls, Official Balls for mini
squash, Approved balls for
mini tennis.

Balls for the LTA 
MINI TENNIS

scheme

http://jpricebath.co.uk


Mark Gladwin, managing director of
Linebreak, talks us through the
offering.

Can you give us some
background on the brand?
Linebreak UK was formed 18 months
ago as the first step in a worldwide
growth campaign for the brand from its
Australian roots.

In these 18 months Linebreak has
established itself as a key player in the
professional sport and retail markets in
the UK. As Official Supplier to the
Welsh Rugby Union, the heritage of
the product for rugby and teamsports is
obvious, but it is in the endurance
market that Linebreak has grown and is
seen as the leading brand for running,
triathlon and cycling. With over 100
specialist independent retailers
nationwide, Linebreak has established
good roots in this demanding market.

Key features and benefits?
Gradient compression is the key to
enhanced circulation, which is
Linebreak’s standout feature. This
gradual increase in compression from
the waist to ankle promotes optimal
blood flow throughout the entire leg,
feeding oxygenated blood to the
muscles worst affected by lactic acid
build-up.

Better blood flow means this
debilitating bi-product of exercise is
‘flushed’ out of the muscles, making

the time for recovery vastly quicker.
Add to this the additional benefits of
proprioception and reduced muscle
vibration and Linebreak can help solve
those aches and pains that hamper
training programmes. 

But Linebreak is for life, not just
for winter. Linebreak is proven in
independent research to reduce fluid
loss by up to 31 per cent in hot and
humid conditions (Newton et al 2005).
So this is something the summer
athlete will also really benefit from and
should be an essential item for retailers
everywhere.

What’s new?
Linebreak has been chosen to be the
Official Supplier of Base Layer and
Compression clothing to the British
Triathlon Federation.  

After trials with all the major
brands, the athletes themselves chose
Linebreak as their preferred base layer.
This, therefore, is an association based
upon the quality of the product and the
brand, not how much money a supplier
can throw at an organisation. 

The athletes will use Linebreak as
part of their recovery strategy leading
up to next year’s Olympics, with the

Linebreak team working closely with
the Sports Science support team to
ensure each athlete gets the most from
the product.

Who is the range aimed at?
Essentially everyone, but during the
summer and autumn we are keen to
work to develop the running, cycling
and triathlon markets. The ranges are
new in design for this summer, with
striking new colour options for both
men and women, and the prices are
lower compared to a year ago, making
the category more affordable to the
general public.

How is it marketed?
With passion! Linebreak has
committed to advertising in the major
consumer sports magazines for the rest
of the year to raise awareness of the
brand and the associations, and will
also be attending a wide variety of
events throughout the summer to
support the retailer and promote the
brand to a wider audience.

In-store we have produced a new
freestanding point of sale unit,
graphics, staff incentive scheme and
brochure, ensuring the best product
visibility for the potential buyer and
support for the retailer. 

We hold stock of the product at all
times, ensuring fast turnaround from
order to delivery - usually 24 hours -
making sure that all the marketing and
promotion both us and the retailer do
is not in vain.

In addition, the Linebreak sales
team is growing and we are currently
looking for agents to help develop the
growth of this brand nationwide.

To find out more information on
Linebreak and the new promotions
call 01926 813749, email
linebreakuk@btinternet.com or visit
www.linebreak.co.uk
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PRODUCT FOCUS

What’s Hot
Linebreak Performance Sportswear

http://www.linebreak.co.uk
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FSPA focus
The latest news from the Federation
of Sports & Play Associations

golf and learn and develop through 
the sport.

Says BGIA chairman David Wells:
“The work of the Golf Foundation is
close to the hearts of all our members
who care about the future of the game.
I’d like to thank members of every team
who came along and made this such a
special event, held in a wonderful
atmosphere. 

“I’d also like to thank all the
sponsors and Woburn Golf Club 
and its staff, who had a vital part to
play in making this such a 
memorable occasion.”

The winning team was a four-ball
from market analyst Datatech, just
pipping MacGregor Golf’s 
team (second) and Setanta Golf’s
team in third.

There were a number of challenges
out on the course to test the players and
raise funds. Setanta Golf, Pro Shop
Europe magazine and Golf Recruit
sponsored nearest the pin events, True
Temper sponsored the longest drive and
golf manufacturer Acushnet gave away
a total of 26 bottles of premium
champagne to those who hit the difficult
170-yard sixth green in one shot.

Publisher EMAP sponsored the
excellent dinner and Setanta 
sponsored the wine. A noisy and
cheerful charity auction on the night
raised £4,200 for the Golf Foundation
and diners enjoyed a witty after-dinner
speech by entrepreneur and scratch
golfer PY Gerbeau.  
To learn more about the Golf
Foundation call 01992 449830 or visit
www.golf-foundation.org 
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The use of a common approach in
this market intelligence will allow
you to make useful comparisons
among the different countries,
facilitating benchmarking and
indicating interesting areas of
potential development.

For further details or to order your
copy contact David Pomfret on 02476
414 999 or email
david@sportsandplay.com. The report
costs £840 for members and £1,200
for non-members.

Golf industry day raises
£18,000
Members of the British Golf Industry
Association have raised around
£18,000 for the Golf Foundation and
its work to bring more youngsters
into the game. 

The association’s fifth annual golf
day was held at Woburn Golf Club in
Bedfordshire. A total of 21 teams -
made up of members and non-
members of the association - teed up
in glorious weather for a team
stableford competition on the famous
Duke’s Course.

The BGIA held a dinner and
charity auction the previous evening,
with all profits from the gathering
going to the Golf Foundation, a
charity committed to the sporting and
social development of young people
through golf. The money will be
spent on the foundation’s 
initiatives in schools, communities
and golf clubs, which all increase the
number of young people who enjoy

The Federation of Sports and Play
Associations has just published the
first results of a major research
project investigating the sports goods
market in 35 European countries
(pictured).

The first of the reports on Northern
Europe covers 13 countries, including
the UK, Ireland, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, Finland, Iceland, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Belgium,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands,
representing total annual sporting goods
sales of more than €14 billion.

The 1,000-plus page report
focuses on sports footwear, apparel and
equipment used in a wide variety of
sports. The in-depth research tells you
everything you could possibly need to
know about the sports goods market in
Northern Europe, with topics including:
■ Trends in sports participation and

governmental initiatives
■ Import-export statistics from the last

few years
■ Profiles of important companies in

the sector
■ Overall market size data and growth
■ Structure and development of the

supply chain at wholesale and retail
levels

■ Ways of entering the market and
optimising brand penetration

UK PAVILION AT SGMA

The FSPA is taking a group of UK companies to SGMA, Las Vegas in June and is
looking forward to promoting the UK Pavilion at the show with the help of UK
Trade & Investment.

The Union Jack is a great marketing tool for promoting UK exhibitors and will
be combined with TV screens in the entrance hall and FSPA lounge.

The lounge will be a place to invite American buyers for English tea and British
beer. This is the first time SGMA has been opened up to European companies and
looks set to be a promising show for the future.

ESIP platform launched
The European Sports Innovation Platform (ESIP) was officially launched on February
6, 2007 during the mid-term meeting at ispo in Munich. The platform is an
organisation of parties within Europe that strives for a more innovation-friendly
environment for the EU’s sports industry in order to stimulate technological
innovation and set up innovative technology businesses.

The Innosport
Newsletters can be viewed
on the FSPA website
(www.sportsandplay.com)
or email
Luke@sportsandplay.com
for more information.

FSPA MEMBER NEWS

si

http://www.sportsandplay.com
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NEW Offi cial POWERbreathe 
Licensed Ironman & Iron Girl Series
POWERbreathe and the World Triathlon Corporation – the 
No.1 user-based sports license in the world – announces 
new multi-year license agreement and offi cial, new, licensed 
POWERbreathe series: 

NEW  POWERbreathe
– for power, determination, excellence

NEW  POWERbreathe
– for strength, energy, empowerment

• Each model includes BONUS Ironman  
 DVD and Gaiam DVD for only 
 SRP £59.99

Sports people of all abilities will 
wish to be associated with such a 
prestigious brand and event. 

NEW ‘Try-Before-You-Buy’ 
POWERbreathe Demo Kit 
Experience shows that when customers 
are able to try POWERbreathe for 
themselves, 7/8 out of 10 will purchase a 
POWERbreathe there and then.

Convert interest into sales and let the 
new ‘Try-Before-You-Buy’ POWERbreathe 
Demo Kit do the selling for you! 
Call us on 01926 816177 to 
arrange your FREE demonstration
and to receive your 
FREE POWERbreathe Demo Kit*
(worth £162.50)

NEW LOWER 
PRICE
– another 
reason 
to stock 
POWERbreathe
The original and revolutionary 
POWERbreathe Classic 
Inspiratory Muscle Trainer is 
now available at a NEW LOWER 
PRICE! A great opportunity 
for creating a POWERbreathe 
promotion in store, backed up 
with our new ‘Try-Before-You-
Buy’ POWERbreathe Demo Kit!

POWERbreathe 
Wellness Classic 
– Helps you breathe 
more easily

POWERbreathe 
Fitness 
Classic 
– For active 
people participating in 
regular exercise

POWERbreathe Sports 
Performance 
Classic 
– For people 
participating 
in competitive 
sports looking to 
boost performance

Offi cial Inspiratory Muscle Trainers of

NEW
PRODUCT
LAUNCH

POWERbreathe is backed by a strong PR campaign and is available in a range of 
models for athletes and sports people of all levels. For more information call 
01926 816177 or visit www.powerbreathe.com and www.gaiam.co.uk

2557 © Gaiam Ltd, E & OE. 02/07  Ironman, Ironman Triathlon, Iron Girl and M-Dot are registered trademarks of World Triathlon Corporation, used here by permission.

*Free demo kits are available with a minimum 
order of 10 POWERbreathes

POWERbreathe powers-up your sales performance

SRP now 
£29.99
SRP was 
£39.99

http://www.powerbreathe.com


FOOTBALL FOCUS

Football sales are currently buoyant, but they could
take a hit if England fail to reach Euro 2008

The beautiful game

AT A GLANCE

■ Sales of football footwear in the
second quarter of 2006 grew 31 
per cent, compared to the same
period in 2005

■ At the end of 2006, the GB football
footwear market was valued at 
£174 million, up more than £30
million on 2005

■ Increased confidence in the internet
helped online retailers like Pro-Direct
to strong performance

■ Only 72 per cent of football footwear
is used to play football in

■ Nike and Adidas account for 
over two thirds of all football
footwear sold

■ Six million replica England football
shirts were sold across Great Britain
in 2006, up four per cent on 2004

Despite the high streets last June
being quieter than normal as England
fans squeezed themselves into every
bar with a TV, sales of football
footwear did remarkably well. 

The number of pairs purchased in
the second quarter of 2006 grew 31 per
cent, compared to the same period in
2005, and were sold at a higher average
price as manufacturers placed emphasis
on premium models like Adidas’ Tunit,
which was released in the national
colours of all teams participating in the
World Cup.

Value
At the end of 2006 the GB football
footwear market was valued at £174
million, up more than £30 million on
2005. Compared to the last
competition year - 2004 - football
footwear sales in value were at the
same level in 2006 (fig.1).  

Growth in the football footwear
market wasn’t just restricted to the
likes of JJB and Sports World, as
increased confidence in the internet
helped online retailers like Pro-
Direct Soccer, a relative newcomer, 
to strong performance with its high-

end offering.
Puma aimed to enhance its

status in football with the
launch of the Speed v1.06,
timed to coincide with the
earlier African Cup of Nations,
enabling the company to take a

stronger football presence into
the World Cup Finals. Puma still
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BELOW:
Adidas’ Tunit was
released in the national
colours of all teams
participating in the
World Cup



has some way to go before it
challenges the major football brands in
Great Britain, however, as Nike and
Adidas increase their dominance and
now account for over two thirds of all
pairs sold.

Off-pitch category
A key observation is that not all
football footwear is actually used to
play in. In fact, only 72 per cent of
purchases are used to play the sport.
This new ‘off-pitch’ category has been
developed by the major brands to
emphasise their core values through
promotion of their sponsored players. 

The aim is to target the younger
football consumers, who base their
purchase decisions more on aspiration
than actual products, and then tie
them into the brand.  Nike’s ‘joga
bonito’ campaign, celebrating the art
of beautiful football, and the more

25www.sports-insight.co.uk

Sports Insight Buyers’ Guide 2007/8
Book online at www.sports-insight.co.uk

recent launch of its 10R Ronaldinho
signature edition are prime examples
of brands attempting to echo players’
passion and flair.

Apparel
In terms of football apparel, sales of
replica football shirts are very much
dependent on the performance of the
team. As England qualified for the
2006 World Cup Finals, sales of
England shirts went through the roof,
with nearly two thirds of all shirts sold
in 2006 passing through the tills in
April, May and June - in time for the
start of the tournament.  

2006 saw around six million
replica England football shirts sold
across Great Britain, which was up
four per cent on 2004 when England
were playing in the Euro
Championships, indicating growing
visible support for the national team.

In non-competitive years, league
teams rather than international teams
drive the sales of replica kit. Adidas
gained a stronger presence in this

sector, increasing its share of the
football replica shirt market with the
company’s newly acquired Liverpool
and Chelsea kits boosting its portfolio.  
Liverpool overcame Chelsea in the
Champions League semi-final and now
face AC Milan, another Adidas-
sponsored team, in a repeat of the 2005
final. This provides strong marketing
opportunities for Adidas, whose three
stripes will be emblazoned across the
shirts of both teams, as well as the ball.
However, as far as retailers are
concerned, the England qualifying
games are the ones to watch as failure
here will have a massive impact on
their next year’s sales.
Data was sourced from The NPD
Group’s POS and Consumer Panel
services. For further information
contact The NPD Group sports team
on 01932 355580. si

ABOVE:
Puma aimed to
enhance its football
status with the launch
of the Speed v1.06
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and money a shopper spends in a retail
establishment,” says Dr Pauline Wallace,
a business psychologist attached to an
EU research project. “It is now a major
component of consumer marketing, can
help define a store’s image and has the
potential to become an important part of
the retail atmosphere.”

And studies have shown that,
pitched correctly, appropriate
background music can make a customer
feel younger, cooler and happier - and
more likely to buy more from your shop
than they had originally intended. But
get it wrong and there could be
problems. This happened in a Marks and
Spencer store in the north of England
when loud rock music from an in-house
DJ resulted in customers dumping their
goods and walking out. Others
complained to cashiers and one angry
woman shouted: “For treating people
like this you deserve to go bust!”

Successful background music has
been found to depend on such variables
as the time of day, week and year. Says
consultant David Frobisher, who
researched the effect of music on
retailing at the London Business School:
“If it's Monday morning, think chilled, if
it's lunchtime, stick to middle-of-the-
road pop. A cold winter's day requires

something dark and slow, whereas
customers love Latin American when the
sun comes out.”

Specialist
To make sure they match the customers'
moods, some stores are now using
specialist companies like Carbon to
provide suitable background music. “We
hand-pick music to fit in with the
merchandise and the clientele,” says
Carbon's manager Dan Holmes. 

“Different music creates a different
atmosphere. Get it right and it can make
customers more comfortable, increase
sales by enhancing the ambience and
setting a pace for movement through the
store. Music can affect how long people
stay in the store and how they feel while
they are there. 

“What business psychologists call
‘the rule of incongruous expectations’ is
apparently the key to picking background
music that positively increases sales. As a
general rule, faster music should be
played in less busy environments and
slower music when the shop is jumping.
When the store is crowded, playing fast-
paced music may move customers along
at the risk of giving them the impression
that they're being rushed.”

“Music can also subdue the noise
of phones, point-of-sale system error
warnings, customer conversation and
the general din of a retail environment,”
David Frobisher says.

BACKGROUND MUSIC

Music has its charms, but is it good
for business? For over 80 years
ubiquitous background music has
been part of our lives, wafting
unobtrusively - and sometimes
maddeningly - through hotels, stores,
pubs and airport lounges.

But only now is it being scientifically
proven that music can actually encourage
people to buy more than they otherwise
would. The right tunes in the right place
at the right time can increase sales by at
least 20 per cent. And surely that's music
to any retailer's ears?

Of course, no music played in public
is free - royalty payments on UK in-store
music exceeded £100 million last year -
but studies have shown that, properly
used, music can recoup its costs within
weeks. In one experiment it was found
that music actually affected the product
choice of up to 80 per cent of customers.

Profound
It is only in the past five years that
experts have realised just how profound
the effect music can have on retail
shoppers, and devising ways of making it
a major component of consumer
marketing is now a fast-growing science. 

“There's absolutely no doubt that
music can influence the amount of time
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If music 
be the 
food of…retail?

The right choice of background music can
significantly increase sales, says Tony James

ABOVE: Whether via
CD-ROM or the
internet, beware of
copyright law



BELOW:
We are all affected
by music. Research
shows it can have a
dramatic effect on
your sales, too

Must you pay for the music you
play in your shop? In a word, yes.
Generally speaking, background music
in shops, hotels and offices is part of a
service bought from specialist suppliers
like Muzak and TSG Media. Part of the
fee you pay for this service goes to
cover licensing costs. If you provide
the music and play it so that it can be
heard outside your immediate area,
then by law you are obliged to keep
track of what you play and pay the
copyright holders for it via the
Performing Rights Society.

Recent Manchester University
studies have shown that age is a
significant factor when it comes to
assessing just how much background
music affects sales. Over 80 per cent of

customers up to 24 say shopping is
more enjoyable when done to music,
compared with 55 per cent in the 45-55
age group.     

And in a recent national opinion
poll survey it was found that customers
with the most spending power were the
least influenced by in-store music. And,
generally, people in the north of England
like in-store music more than those
living in the south - with Londoners
enjoying it least of all.

Effective
So just how effective is the
subconscious effect of carefully chosen
music on retail sales? A recent test by
Leicester University researchers in a
supermarket wine department took even
the most cynical expert by surprise
when German and French wines were
on sale at identical prices.
Says study leader Dr Adrian North: “We
piped French and German music into
the wine department on alternate days
and found that on the days we played
French accordion music, over 80 per
cent of people buying wine from those
shelves chose the French variety.

“And when we played German
oompah music, the same percentage
bought German wine. In other words,
customers taking wine from those
shelves were four times more likely to
choose the wine that matched the
music. This was far more than we 
had expected.”

And yet, when asked if they thought
music had affected their choice of wine,
86 per cent said they either didn't notice
it or believed it hadn't influenced them.

The Leicester researchers found that
in other tests in retail stores, ranging
from sports goods to food, a larger than

“On the other hand, if it's too loud
music will be counter-productive and
will drive customers away. Multiple
speakers help to even out the sound
source; blasting music from just one
speaker will do little to enhance the
atmosphere of the store. 

“Multiple speakers around the store
at ceiling height will create a surround-
sound quality which will make the music
distinct, but without being dominating.”

“Music can influence a lot of things
in shops,” confirms musicologist Phil
Tagg at Liverpool's Institute of Popular
Music. “They include customer
turnaround, the way people perceive the
store and the way people behave while
they are in the shop. 

“Most people think they switch off
when they hear
background
music, but in fact
it does affect
their behaviour at
an involuntary level. It puts them on a
lower level of consciousness. On the
other hand, silence gives you time to
reflect - and that lowers your chances of
making impulse buys.

“If you want to speed up customer
turnaround, the easiest way is to play
music which changes in tempo, which
sounds very busy and which includes a
lot of brass instruments.”

Muzak
Music to shop by was first created 80
years ago by America's Muzak
Company, which cornered the market in
‘easy-listening’ background music, and
at its peak this was piped to over a
million UK shops, offices, hotels and
factories. Despite a massive
reorganisation in 1990, Muzak's bland
offerings are now decidedly out of
fashion and although it still provides
music to more than 2,000 UK locations,
the company hasn't turned a profit for
11 years.

Today's shopping music - usually
middle-of-the-road pop, rock and
restrained jazz - is more likely to be
downloaded directly onto a shop's
computer either via a CD-ROM or the
internet, or from a specialist provider like
TSG Media, a company providing music
for over 6,500 pubs and shops in the UK.

“It allows for no staff interaction,”
says TSG's Alan Hobbs. “The thinking
of most retailers is that staff aren't
allowed to choose the merchandise or
change the pictures on the walls, so why
should they be allowed to interfere with
the music?

“Hopefully we provide a
sophisticated system of playing music
that stimulates business and doesn't bore
the staff who have to listen to it all day.”

expected
percentage
responded to music
tailored to match the goods on
sale. In one experiment it was
found that classical music
playing in the background in
restaurants encouraged customers to
buy more expensive food and wine
than they had originally intended.        

So just why can music make us
spend money? According to Dr North:
“Music can influence our perception of
time - it can reduce irritation when
waiting in a queue or when there's a
delay in being served. Restaurants use
fast tempo music to encourage rapid
turnover during lunchtimes when
demand for tables is high, and in the

evening use slow
classical music to
encourage
customers to linger.

“Background
music can influence both the time and
money a customer spends in a store by
reducing anxiety, increasing a positive
mood rating and cutting depression and
frustration. In a study involving 200
stores, it was found that any form of
background music increased sales by at
least 20 per cent, compared with times
when no music was played.”

But if you're thinking of piping in
music, spare a thought for the people
who will be listening to it all day. In
the six weeks running up to last
Christmas, staff of one Sheffield 
store worked out how often they 
heard Jingle Bells on the in-house 
loop system.

It was a mind-blowing 1,900 times.
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“If you want to speed up customer turnaround, the
easiest way is to play music which changes in tempo”
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They can also be worn under a
waterproof coat to give that extra
bit of warmth when you’re standing
on a touchline or on that piece of
high moorland when what we in
Northumberland call a ‘Lazy wind’
(it goes through you rather than
round you) puts in an appearance. 

When it comes to stocking
fleeces, it soon becomes apparent
that it’s a minefield for the
uninitiated; the problem is there’s
so many available that choosing the
right one can become something of
a trial. 

What should you be
stocking?
As with all purchasing decisions,
you’ve got to be customer-focused
and consider what sports and
activities your customers take part
in. You may argue there’s not much
call for fleeces for the cricket
season. My own argument is that if
you create a market or need you
can sell as a result of it. 

Fleeces have undergone a
technological revolution, with
different types of materials offering

When it comes to stocking sports
clothing, shirts, tracksuits and socks
instantly spring to mind. However,
these days it’s a good idea to
consider the fleece as well as it’s
become something of an all
round/cross-activity garment.

Okay they’re not as long as a coat,
but they can be just as waterproof and
windproof, plus they’re lightweight
and easy to store. They can be used as
a windstopper when the customer is
outside or in the evenings when the
temperature starts to fall. 

The fleece
Are you maximising sales of this ubiquitous
multi-use garment, asks Steve Newman?
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CLOTHING

different standards of performance. The
benchmark for a really warm model is
if it uses Polartec. Polartec 100 is
lightweight, whereas Polartec 200 is
heavier and provides greater warmth.

There are a number of factors to
consider before you order any fleeces
to boost your stock. Can you adjust
the cuffs to trap warm air and can you
do the same with the hem? If it
doesn’t have a draw cord, should you
think about one that has or do you just
want your fleeces purely for sporting
activities or to sell for social evening
wear as well? 

It does help if the fleece has a
high, comfortable collar to keep the
neck warm and check whether it’s
windproof and waterproof, if that’s
what your customers want. There is a
world of difference too between
waterproof and showerproof, so again
check out exactly what you’re
planning to sell. 

Like coats, some fleeces are now
breathable to ensure you’re not
walking around in a steam bath all
day. Two deep pockets that are easy to
get to are an absolute must. And are
they zipped for extra protection or
lined so the customer can warm their
hands whilst they’re waiting around?
If your chosen fleece has a chest
pocket as well that’s even better for
accommodating a team sheet, field
guide or map. 

Think too about what customers
might wear under the fleece when



he can add to his profits by investing
in a small backroom printing facility,”
says Marketing Manager Paul McGee. 

“And by taking orders from
customers - a local rugby club, say -
asking us to fulfill the order and then
embellishing the garments himself
with the club name, or an individual's
name, he can generate more business.
If an order has a more complex print
requirement or embroidery, then Team
Colours can provide that service, too.

“While sports clubs will require
kit for action on the field, off-field
they will also feel they need some
form of club identity for their
members. Besides tracksuits and
jumpers, fleeces are becoming the
most popular garments for this and
they are ideal for embellishing with
team names, badges or sponsor's
logos front or back.”

Team Colours’ fleeces are made
in 100 per cent polyester anti-pil
fleece and are available in various
colours and with or without
elasticated waistbands, full-length
zips, collar zips, pockets or hoods.

The fleece has become a
ubiquitous multi-use garment that can
be worn and purchased all year round
and it’s up to retailers to harness this

potentially lucrative revenue stream. 
An effective strategy is

combining the fleece with teamwear,
as personalising the garment with
university, college, professional and
local emblems can be a big money
spinner. 

Remember earlier we said there
might not be much of a market for
fleeces during the cricket season in
the midst of summer? Take a look at
any major tennis tournament these
days and you’ll notice how many
players put on a fleece as they leave
the court to maintain their body
temperature. The fact is that cricket
clubs are no different to any sports
club. If you can offer them a white
fleece with their logo on they may
well buy it. 

The Exito microfleece, for
example, has proved very popular
with both players and fans since its
introduction in 2005. It is lightweight
enough for players to train in, whilst
providing sufficient warmth to be
worn by supporters on the chillier
summer afternoons.

considering the sizes you stock. Also,
the customer will need to be able to
swing their arms or swivel their
body, so do check the fleece won’t be
too tight and constricting. Remember,

too, that you have the option of a
front zip that only goes halfway
down so the wearer can slip the
garment over their head to put it on.
It may not be as easy as a full-frontal
zip, but it can be a lot warmer. In
fact, manufacturers such as Gilbert
specifically make such a fleece for
training and other purposes.

Who should you be 
selling to?
The answer to that is everyone. All
the big manufacturers have realised
the power of the fleece and, although
it started life as an outdoor product,
you’re just as likely today to see the
garment bearing logos of companies
such as The North Face or Berghaus
down the pub. You’ll also find them
being used for a walk in the park, as
well as on the touchline or for
training seasons. 

Team Colours is a designer and
manufacturer of custom-made
sportswear and leisurewear that
provides an ever-growing number of
retailers with kit. “The retailer finds

“Team Colours’ fleeces are made in 100 per cent
polyester anti-pil fleece”
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The open-style cuffs and hem
with side vents allow a full range of
movement and thus make it an ideal
garment to train in. For these reasons,
most amateur teams that are supplied
by Exito choose the microfleece as
part of their training kit instead of a
sweatshirt or tracksuit top. When
embroidered with a club badge it can
also provide a functional and
fashionable performance garment. It
is available in navy, red, green or
black and suits any type of print or
embroidery decoration.   

How do you market these
personalised products? Produce an
example of the finished fleece so that
potential customers can actually see
their name and crest embroidered on
it. Ninety-nine times out of a hundred
they’ll be hooked straightaway, thus
prompting a sale and, dare I say, a
word-of-mouth recommendation? si
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GILBERT
Synergie

GILBERT, the world’s oldest rugby
manufacturer, has been developing
and supplying the highest quality
rugby balls since William Gilbert first
provided balls to Rugby School in
1823. The continued evolution of their
match ball technology and engineering
processes has ensured that they remain
in the position of market leader over
180 years later.

The very latest in this match ball
technology, the synergie, will be
the Official Match Ball of the 2007
Rugby World Cup. Incorporating a
multi matrix 3D grip the ball's surface
offers the ultimate balance between grip
and aerodynamics. Reaction laminate
construction and a figure-of-8 bladder
with patented Truflight both ensure
optimum performance. The ball has
been developed and engineered by
using computational fluid dynamics and
working with alongside some of the
world's best players and will be
available to retailers in Rugby World
Cup and generic designs.

As well as the Official Match Ball,
GILBERT - as the exclusive Official
Ball Suppliers to the Rugby World Cup
- are able to offer retailers a full range
of generic and national supporter’s and
flag balls. 

The generic design is available to
buy in Replica (sizes 5 and 4), super-
midi, midi, mini, sponge, stress and key
ring format. Generic tournament balls
are also available as supporter and
“World in Union” balls. All of the
competing nations are individually
represented with both flag and
supporter balls so whether you’re
looking to turn your shop into a Rugby

World Cup stadium, show your
support for the Home Nations
competing in France this Autumn, or
are merely looking to give a casual
nod to the event as it comes around,
the GILBERT range of balls will add
colour and vibrancy to your displays
with models and price points designed
to cater for all sizes of both hand and
budget.

Stock in all of these lines will be
available from 1st June – please contact
your local GILBERT sales agent to
organise a visit, or alternatively call
08450 66 1823 to place your order.
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IN SEASON FOOTBALL

Reusch Goaliator Pro
Ortho-Tec 
A repeat of the 2005 Champions
League final will see Brazilian
goalkeeper Dida trying to help AC
Milan beat Liverpool - the victors in
Istanbul.

AC Milan will be trying for their
seventh European success and Dida will
be wearing the Reusch Goaliator Pro
Ortho-Tec gloves, a glove he first wore
for Brazil in last year's World Cup
Finals.

Reusch's top-of-the-range glove
includes features such as Ortho-Tec
finger protection, Shockshield knuckle
protection, the Airvent system, to keep
hands cooler and dryer, and the new
G1 Ultrasoft latex palm, which provides
maximum grip. 
For more technical details and how to
order, contact Bob Fidler at BF Sports
on 0161 439 4383 or email
b.fidler@reusch.com

Football

www.sportindustry.biz

uhlsport kicks off new season teamwear sales
To help retailers promote team sales and club business, uhlsport has come up with some attractive
teamwear offers on both selected team sets and match/training balls, as well as sideline clothing.

Known for its leadership in goalkeeping gloves, uhlsport offers the same quality and performance value in a
comprehensive range of teamwear and related club products. The full uhlsport teamwear range is in a new

2007 A5 brochure, which is available for retailers to mail and promote teamwear to clubs in their area.
An aggressive price promotion on two featured kits will help retailers maximise team sales, profits and

offer excellent value to teams. For instance, the Equip jersey, shorts and socks have a special offer retail tag
of £19.99 per individual set when 12 or more are bought, which means a set of 12 for under £240. 
In the same 'Smartbreathe' polyester fabric, the 'Stream' jersey, shorts and socks (retail value £24.99)

come with a free teamkit bag with every set of 12 purchased. Both kits offer a choice of popular team
colours and sizes XXS-XXL. Equip and Stream are just two of a range of kits to suit all levels of the game.

Also available at a special buying price to help promote club business are the Estadio training ball and
the TCPS Soccer Pro match ball, which are top quality performance balls and FIFA

approved International Matchball Standard.
The team kit range is supported by a full line of coordinating

trainingwear and benchwear like popular coach jackets, rain
jackets and warm-ups.

But it's not only outfield players who can choose
from the uhlsport teamwear programme. As you would

expect from the number one goalkeeping brand,
uhlsport has a range of specialist goalkeeping

jerseys and trainingwear, such as the renowned
'Sidestep' goalkeeping shorts and 'Anatomic'

pants.
Says the company's Colin Hay: “If you are in

the team business, then uhlsport can provide a
wide choice of team product at prices to suit all

club budgets.”
uhlsport is committed to working together

with retail partners in order to promote their
teamwear sales and create additional profits and

opportunities.
For more information email Sales@uhlsport-

uk.co.uk or call 
0161 955 4386/4398.
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Nomis Spark
Worn by Harry Kewell, the Nomis Spark (RRP £120) offers
enhanced comfort, performance and injury prevention levels.

The sole plate is based on running shoe design to give
improved stability, cushioning and fit, while the redesigned stud
pattern improves ground grip, freedom of
movement and reduces the risk of injury.

Nomis claims that the Spark
offers up to 16 times more grip in
the dry than other leather boots,
while the ‘Nomud’ technology
on the outsole significantly
reduces the amount of
grass, mud and dirt that
collects during normal
game play.
Nomis: 01244 681007.

Mizuno Wave Shinken
Available in June. 
Please call 0800 328 0180 for further details.

What’s your colour?
Colour choice has always been an important factor for PROSTAR when
constructing new ranges. 

For 2007/2008 PROSTAR has made dramatic changes to the way it has
presented the various ranges within its catalogue. All products are now
grouped by colour, making it easier and quicker for clubs to select their
requirements. Not only can clubs see all jersey options in a colourway, but all
the coordinating trainingwear has also been included within the same pages,
making it easier for clubs to find everything they need.

There are two new jerseys boasting an extremely generous colour range
constructed from quality sports performance fabric, as well as a number of
new trainingwear styles, including a lightweight jacket, superb performance
leisurewear range, great new heavy-duty waterproof rain jacket with fitted
hood and new base layer range.

Trainingwear - it’s a serious business
As the popularity of PROSTAR’s training
range has grown throughout a large
number of different sports, the company
has introduced a separate training range
catalogue. The products have been
photographed using real athletes training in
their own environments, so should help to
demonstrate their performance within
other sports.
For more information visit
www.prostar.co.uk or contact the
PROSTAR sales team on 01924 291 441.
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HO SOCCER
HO SOCCER is already one of Europe’s top goalkeeping companies and is quickly
becoming a leading brand in the UK after its first year’s success. The company has
combined its passion for the game with technology and superior materials to offer a

comprehensive range of professional goalkeeper products. 
Currently, more then 200 professional keepers choose to

wear HO gloves, including Brazil and Porto’s
number one Helton Da Silva, and for

the 2007/08 season new glove styles
Neo Inside, Aqua Grip and Protek

(pictured) will be added, whilst the
popular Kontrol Classic will continue.

To complete the new
2007/08 collection, HO
SOCCER will offer entry-level

and junior products to give
goalkeepers of all levels superior

fit and comfort.
STAG member. For more information call

01823 325332 or email sales@ho-soccer.co.uk

IN SEASON FOOTBALL
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Sells 2007 technical goalkeeping range
The new Sells 2007 technical goalkeeping range comprises three new glove series.

The Wrap professional series provides gloves to suit different climatic conditions -
Wrap Aqua for wet weather, Wrap Sub Zero for cold weather and Wrap Breeze for warm
weather.

The Total Contact series offers a radical new cut, giving unrivalled latex-
to-ball contact. The Contour series features two new models incorporating

d30 technology in roll and flat palm
cuts. 2007 also sees an increase
in professional junior glove
models.

In textiles, Sells has further
improved the waterproof,

windproof and breathable
Tempest and Silhouette
goalkeeper wear with new

softer-feel fabrics and base
layer climate control additions. A

new collection of accessories and luggage
completes the range.

Sells, the number one specialist
goalkeeping brand, is chosen by Ben Foster of
Manchester United and England, Robert Green of

West Ham United and England, Antti Niemi of
Fulham, Craig Gordon of Hearts and Scotland and many

more professionals globally.
Sells: 01924 299547. info@sellsgoalkeeperproducts.com 

www.sellsgoalkeeperproducts.com
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IN SEASON RUNNING & ATHLETICS

Saucony Hurricane
Saucony’s award winning flagship shoe, the Hurricane, is the latest in its range to
feature the advanced cushioning technology, ProGrid. 

The Hurricane has received myriad awards over the years, the latest, 220
Triathlon magazine’s ‘Shoe of the Year’, was voted for by readers and has
led to another jump in sales for the ever popular top-end style.

Following the recent runaway launch successes of the
Triumph and the Omni, the flagship ProGrid Hurricane 9 hit
the shelves in April. ProGrid will give the Hurricane 9 a
luxury feel and establish it as an even stronger
competitor in the top-end running shoe
category.
For more details call Saucony HQ
on 023 9282 3664 or visit
saucony.co.uk

Running & athletics

http://saucony.co.uk
mailto:just.trainers@gmail.com


Tel: 02392 823216.
Web: www.djmproducts.co.uk
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Mizuno Wave Rider 
Available in June. Call 0800 328

0180 for further details.

New Balance 1222: elite supportive cushioning
This is the top-of-the-range supportive cushioned shoe featuring an
ACTEVA midsole, full lengthABZORB strobel sock, midsole ABZORB and
additional visible ABZORB SBS in the heel and forefoot. 

A TS2 Medial Post, extended stability web and the patented N-lock
lacing system ensures the shoe offers ultimate support and cushioning.
For further details and stockists visit www.newbalance.co.uk

http://www.newbalance.co.uk
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Since the days of Dave Scott and the origins of
Ironman in the US and the UK, Saucony have been
at the forefront of Triathlon. Sauconyís market
leading position has been cultivated on a platform of
top-selling product and support of the events and
retailers who matter most to the Triathlon community.
The 2007 and 2008 seasons see this continue with the
addition of new footwear and apparel styles and the
support of even more UK Triathlon events.

Support: Saucony have long been a supporter of
grass roots sport in the UK and around the world.  As
run sponsor of Ironman UK and Ironman UK 70.3 as
well as supporting several race series including the Fun
2 Tri, Pacesetter and RAW Energy events, youíll see
the Saucony ShoeLab and logo at dozens of events
around the country this season.

For further details on Saucony footwear, apparel or the
race series, click saucony.co.uk or call 023 9282 3664

SAUCONY HAVE EXTENDED THEIR
COMPREHENSIVE FOOTWEAR AND
APPAREL LINE UP FOR
SPRING/SUMMER 2007.
Footwear: Specifically designed for the demands of Triathlon, the Type A caused waves at its launch
last year.  With distinctive looks and features such as a fast lace system drainage channel in the
midsole and a full mesh upper, the shoe quickly became a favourite with elite and age
groupers alike.  The Type A compliments the Fastwitch series of shoes, which have been
Saucony's top selling performance shoe for three years.  The Fastwitch 2 Speed is a
stripped down racing shoe made of the most minimalist materials available, whilst its
sibling, the Fastwitch 2 Endurance has a medial pillar to counteract overpronation
and additional lightweight cushioning in the forefoot.  These have become
as popular with road runners as they have Triathletes.  Look out for
amazing updates of the Type A and the Fastwitch, both to be
previewed to the trade in the next month.

Apparel: The Saucony Tri apparel line up has long been a top seller due to its design
strength and reliability.  The 2007 collection continues this theme but adds more pieces
to the range utilising new high-end fabrics and improved features.  ìSleekî is a salt and
chlorine resistant compression fabric which is also coated to reduce drag both through
the water and on the bike.

http://saucony.co.uk


For recovery?

LineBreak's™ scientifically designed and tested garments use gradient
compression to improve circulation to muscles affected by Delayed Onset
Muscle Soreness (DOMS).
Improved circulation speeds up recovery by dispersing lactic acid and
providing more efficient flow of re-oxygenated blood to the muscles.

To maintain optimum body temperature?

LineBreak's™ superior moisture management technology works with
the body's thermoregulatory system to actively warm or cool the wearer
regardless of exertion levels and ambient air temperature. LineBreak™
is clinically proven to reduce sweat rates by a staggering 30%
(Robert Newton et al, 2006).

To reduce soft tissue injury?

During exercise, LineBreak™ products stabilise muscles from the dynamic
forces that cause micro-tearing to muscle fibres. Reduced muscle oscillation
means the natural degradation that causes fatigue and performance decline
is slowed significantly.

To maximise training and competition performance?

The key benefits of stabilising muscles and speeding venus blood flow is
maximised endurance, power and performance (Bringard A et al, 2005).

http://www.linebreak.co.uk


interest and attracts a lot of TV
coverage. In fact, media coverage of
Salford last year was valued at £17
million and included airtime on BBC
Grandstand, Sky Sports News, GMTV,
Granada TV, BBC North West, Radio 1,
Radio 4, every broadsheet and more.

It is an elite event as well as
catering for complete novices, and
former government spokesman Alastair
Campbell is a patron as well as a
participant in multiple triathlons for
charity. British athlete Will Clarke was
third in the event last year, and notably,
a British athlete - male or female - has
made the podium every year so far.
Salford is contracted by the
International Triathlon Union to hold
the event until 2009.

Triathlete John Lunt, managing
director of events management
company HumanRace
(www.humanrace.co.uk), organises the
Salford World Cup and many other
triathlon events around the UK. He says
the beauty of the sport is that there is
always something to improve upon.

“Having the three different
disciplines means it is always a challenge
to get the balance right,” he says. “The
popularity of triathlon is huge, and all the
events I organise were full three months
earlier than last year. There are lots of
new sponsors involved, lots of blue chip
companies are interested - it’s definitely
come out of its closet status.”

Lunt points out that good media
coverage, as well as the success of
British athletes, has meant the profile of
the sport is very high. “Success breeds
success,” he says. “Britain achieved
success in the Athens Olympics in the
sport, which put it in people’s minds. 

“Funding for triathlon is good, both
from the National Lottery and Sport

England, so there is plenty of new
young talent coming through. We’ve got
a good crop of participants at the
moment, who are achieving success at a
high competitive level, and a lot of
people in the older age groups are
turning to triathlon from other sports
because they want a new challenge. The
competition is open to all ages, from 16
to 86, but I’d say the predominant age
of participants is between 35 and 50.”

Participation
Loreen Barnett, executive director of the
International Triathlon Union (ITU)
since it was founded in 1989, says:
“Participation in events, television
coverage, interest on websites, clothing
and other related industries are all
enjoying huge growth. The largest
federation, the ITU, as is France and all
of their clubs, are increasing in numbers
every year as they have for the last 20
years. The US shows a huge increase in
membership and events.

“As for Great Britain, it has never
slowed down in its development and I
think right now is probably just behind
France and the US in participation.
When you look at the number of
triathletes and the size of the country by
comparison, it’s quite amazing.

“Another indicator of the growth of
the sport is the registration for the World
Cups. Five years ago we were
scrambling for athletes, particularly on
the women’s side, but now we have big
waiting lists even for women to get into
the World Cups, so that’s an indicator of
the health of the sport at elite level.”

At elite level Great Britain boasts a
strong squad of world ranked triathletes
and duathletes who regularly achieve
international success, and has some
outstanding young talent emerging from
its youth programmes. 

Says Barnett: “The Brits normally
do tend to be active and are
performance driven people. If you look

IN SEASON TRIATHLON

Triathlon’s rise to its current levels of
popularity has been swift. Invented in
the early 1970s by the San Diego
Track club, the first official world
championships in triathlon were held
in France in 1989, and it was awarded
full medal status on the Olympic
programme just five years later - the
fastest a ‘new’ sport has been
promoted to Olympic status.

Since then participation and interest
has skyrocketed. There are over 500
triathlon events in the UK each year,
including the London Triathlon - the
largest triathlon event in the world - and
the BG Triathlon World Cup race in
Salford, one of the leading international
events. The British Triathlon Federation,
the national governing body for
triathlon, calls it the UK’s fastest
growing sport, with an estimated
100,000 people undertaking a triathlon
event in the UK every year.

Growing
Hilly managing director Graham
Richards says: “Without doubt, the
triathlon market is growing. The profile of
the event on the world stage is increasing
all of the time and in the UK participation
in such events as the London Triathlon
grows year on year. This is also being
witnessed in other regional events.”

This year 11,000 people are due to
take part in the London Triathlon in
August, including celebrity competitors
such as newscaster Jon Snow, actors
Robin Williams and David Duchovny
and British television and radio presenter
Beverly Turner. The event gets good
BBC Sport coverage and attracts many
new entrants who are looking to try out
the sport for the first time.

The Salford ITU World Cup at the
end of July continues to generate mass
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Tri and Tri again
Now commonly known as the UK’s fastest growing sport,
triathlon shows no signs of slowing, says Catherine Eade

http://www.humanrace.co.uk


carry through the retail stores in Britain.
It would be one way of building the
event, but also getting brands out there.”

Lunt says sports retailers looking to
expand into triathlon will find it a very
lucrative sector. “They should certainly
look at it as it’s a growing market,“ he
says. “A lot of companies have jumped
on the triathlon bandwagon. There are
loads of new wetsuit companies, for
example, companies selling heart rate
monitors and portable satellite navigation
devices, top-of-the-range bicycles, swim
equipment. You name it, it’s expanding.”

One company that has expanded its
triathlon range specifically into wetsuits
is Aqua Sphere, best known for its award

winning goggles and masks. The
company recently announced that
leading UK triathlon and fitness
coaching consultancy
www.richardallenfitness.com had chosen
Aqua Sphere as its official swim partner.

Now a range of wetsuits has been
launched, developed in association with
top athletes, including Christof
Wandratsch (who last year set the world
Ironman record) and Ironman Hawaii
Champion, Faris Al Sultan.

Some innovative features in Aqua
Sphere’s 2007 range include the ‘Power
Zone System’ on the lower inner arms,
which allows a unique ‘Fast Friction’
grip. The ‘Grip Protection System’
allows easy dressing and undressing
whilst protecting the wetsuit and the
‘Well Fit Innovation’ (cut & seam duct)
provides optimum wearer comfort and
ensures each suit can be tailored for
individual fit.

Meanwhile, Linebreak, a young,
dynamic company specialising in the
design and production of technical
performance sportswear, has been

at their men last year, they had four
world champions - Tim Don in men’s
elite, William Clarke in men’s under-23,
Alistair Brownlee in men’s juniors and
Richard Stannard in Aquathlon World
Championships. So certainly on the elite
side they’ve been doing incredibly well.

“To be that consistent, to have four
winners at the World Championships, is
pretty rare so obviously something’s
going right. Great Britain also has a
competitive age-group team. If you look
at the demographics of our age-
groupers, they are active, successful,
performance kinds of people whose
lifestyle suits triathlon.”

Lunt says participants are mainly
“high earners, high
achievers who have the
money and are able to make
the time commitment for
training.”

Barnett says she has noted growth in
participation right across the board.
“We’re seeing a huge increase in youth
triathlons and school programmes and
clubs for young people, as well as retired
people,” she says. “I think what’s been
happening is that people are finding they
can participate in the sport longer if they
limit the kind of triathlons they’re doing.
Even the growth in the sprint triathlons -
half the Olympic distance - is huge and I
think people are finding they can easily
compete in those every other weekend
and enjoy a healthy lifestyle.”

Lucrative sector
Barnett has a few ideas about how
retailers could increase sales in this
sector. “They could make connections
with the merchandise of the World Cup
events, similar to the way that the
professional football clubs do,” she says.

“Also, they could come on board
with the ITU and push that as a brand
aligned to each event. For example, if the
event in Salford came up with a really
cool look that would attract sales and

announced as an official supplier to the
British Triathlon Federation.

Linebreak will manufacture
technical performance apparel to be
used by British Triathlon’s elite teams
and world-class athletes to aid their
performance levels. The company
combined the latest research in human
performance analysis with modern
materials and fibre treatment to
develop a range of performance tops
and compression shorts and tights that
are regarded as being at the cutting
edge of performance gear.

Other brands involved in triathlon
include ASICS (run and tri), Timex,
Zoggs (swimwear), BlueSeventy

(wetsuits), SIS (nutrition),
Trek, Cannondale (bikes),
Orca, 2XU and Ironman
(clothing). 

While Hilly does not
produce products specifically for
triathlon, MD Graham Richards says:
“As running is a key discipline in the
triathlon, many of our products are
suitable. In particular, our lightweight
Mono Skin Lite Socklets are popular, as
they are very thin, wicking and
antimicrobial. They are suitable for both
cycling and running and triathletes
appear to like the low-cut socklet
design.”

Zoggs CEO Mark Hammersley
says retailers simply need to provide
choice and sound advice as well as a
good range of products. “Triathletes
will come back to a retailer where they
feel they can get everything under one
roof and have the opportunity to talk
about their training,” says Hammersley. 

“To attract this discerning market,
retailers will need to have a specific
offer for triathletes and stock well-
regarded brands. Price does not seem to
be an issue with triathletes, who are
often willing to spend more for
innovation and quality.” 

Retailers take note.
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and are performance driven people”
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Triathlon

Saucony apparel
Saucony's spring 2007 triathlon
line up is based around two new
fabrics designed specifically to
meet the demands of the sport. 

Saucony has long since
established itself in triathlon by
supporting grass-roots events
alongside the Ironman UK series 
and by producing high value 
apparel to complement its
undisputed leadership in the tri
footwear market. 

2007 sees additions to the
apparel range with more
technical fabrics. For example,
the top-end pieces are
constructed of ‘Sleek’, which
offers compression and salt and
chlorine resistance, but also have
a specialised finish to reduce
drag through the water and on 
the bike. 
For more information 
call 02392 823664 or visit
www.saucony.co.uk

IN SEASON TRIATHLON

Linebreak
Linebreak has been
appointed as the Official
Supplier of Base Layer
and Compression
Clothing to the British
Triathlon squad. After
trials with other products,
Linebreak was chosen by
the athletes themselves
as their product of
choice.

The Linebreak
clothing will be used in
two ways. The
compression element is
imperative for recovery
during training, where
the athletes are
sometimes training three
times a day. Additionally,
the tights and calf guards
are used on flights to
keep the muscles fresh.
The cooling properties of
the clothing regulate core
temperature, allowing the
athletes to train and race
comfortably at all times.
For further information
call 01926 813749 or visit
www.linebreak.co.uk

http://saucony.co.uk
http://linebreak.co.uk


Spring into summer
with Hilly’s Lite Socklets

Hilly Clothing’s Mono Skin Lite Socklets are
ideal for the warmer weather. The low-cut

design allows maximum exposure to the legs,
whilst keeping the feet dry
and blister free.

The Mono Skin
Socklets are made from

high-tec two layer
Tactel/Tactel Micro®

yarns that wick
perspiration away
from the feet,

helping to keep
them dry. A hand-linked

seamless toe construction,
arch grip section and ventilation

channels on the top of the socklets
offer maximum comfort. 

Available in four colours, including
pink and pale blue trim, mean that they

are appealing to both male and female
runners alike.

For further information call HILLY 
on 0161 366 8207.

NOMIS EXCEL 3000
NOMIS has launched the latest in a long line
of impressive footwear with the EXCEL 3000
running shoe.

The shoe is lightweight, flexible,
breathable and very, very comfortable with
the added advantage of injury reduction

and prevention synonymous with Nomis products.
The lightweight but tough materials help runners to run faster and

longer. The outsole is made of SCR rubber, which has incredible abrasion
resistance, whilst ensuring a softness that gives amazing comfort and feel.

The extreme flexibility of the shoe mimics
the foot, improving comfort and
reducing the risk of injury, while
the reflective mid
foot aids night
time running and
safety.
For more information or to
pre-order, email steve@nomisports.co.uk or call 07841 696849.

http://nomisports.co.uk
http://www.aquasphereswim.com


Tens of thousands of families in
Britain have a table at home, in
their garden or garage, games room
or even their living room. No, not a
dinner table, but something rather
larger. An Olympic sport since 1988,
300 million people are estimated to
play table tennis worldwide, making
it the world’s biggest racquet sport,
while in Britain the number is a not
inconsiderable two million. 

IN SEASON TABLE TENNIS
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The sport had its origins as a
parlour game in England from the
1880s, and following the ping pong
craze of the turn of the century,
revived in England in the early
1920s with the Table Tennis
Association forming in 1922 and an
‘English’ prefix being added in 1927.
The International Table Tennis
Federation (ITTF) was formed in
1926, in which year the first world
championships were held in London.

Table tennis continues to be a
reliable, steady sport in terms of
popularity, with modest growth over
the past couple of years partly
fuelled by more of a focus on and
investment in sport by the
government. It may not have a
particularly high profile in terms of
UK competitive players, but it
continues to enjoy a large fan base. 

Kevin Spacey, the Oscar winning
actor and artistic director of
London’s Old Vic Theatre, is one
unlikely fan of the sport - he recently
announced that ping pong was “one
of the greatest games ever” and
revealed that he always demands a
table tennis table in his dressing
room while touring.

Popular around the world at a
recreational level, most of the world’s
best competitive players are from
China, but several world champion
titles have also gone to Sweden. In
those countries table tennis is big
business, with players endorsing
product to the same extent footballers
and tennis players do here in the UK. 

There are more than 30 table
tennis companies around the world
supplying equipment and accessories,
from the bats or paddles, through
tables to table tennis clothing. Sports
Insight spoke to Nicola Waters, sales
and marketing director of Table
Tennis UK, about the market.

What is the attraction of table
tennis and what are the
strongest sectors of the market?

Table tennis is a sport which stands
apart from most others. This is

Turning the tables
Sports Insight talks to Table Tennis UK sales and marketing
director Nicola Waters about this steadily performing market



them far more durable than the
traditional wooden bats. They are also
shock resistant, washable and
extremely comfortable to use due to
an ergonomic and soft touch grip. 

The Tacteo 30, which was
designed specifically for institutional
use, has been welcomed by schools
across the country who have been
looking for a bat which is durable yet
suitable for training purposes and
improving performance in play.

How has trade been for you over
the last year?

Over the last 12 months we have seen
a significant increase in sales in the
UK, particularly in the home/domestic
market. Whilst the size of the market
is fairly steady year on year, the
Cornilleau brand is growing in
popularity and recognition.

Does the sport get enough
funding?

The English Table Tennis Association
is the backbone for competitive play,
is the governing body for the sport in
England and works closely with the
English Schools Table Tennis
Association (ESTTA).  

ETTA can advise members -
predominantly table tennis clubs - on
sources of funding for the sport such
as the Lottery Sports Fund Capital
Funding, Awards for All grants,
Foundation for Sport and the Arts.
ETTA also advises its membership on
sources of funding such as the
Lottery, Sportsmatch, local
government, etc. 

Most of this advice is given out
by Regional Development Officers.
For example, up to November 2002,
511 successful table tennis
applications for Awards for All grants
had been awarded with a total sum of
£1.8 million (the maximum of each
grant is £5,000). Most countries have
a national table tennis organisation
and table tennis is the national sport
in China, producing many of the
world’s best players. With the
Olympics in 2012 being held in
London, there is a drive for many up
and coming players to be able to
compete at the Games.

What advice would you give to
retailers looking at stocking
table tennis equipment? Are
some retailers more suited to
stocking such equipment?

From the perspective of a retailer,
stocking table tennis tables can be

because it is suitable for all age groups,
all levels of ability and has longevity.
From a family perspective, parents,
grandparents and children can all enjoy
the sport, and from an institution
perspective, the equipment required is
relatively inexpensive and will last for
many years. 

Table tennis can also be played
indoors or outdoors, making it an all-
year-round sport. It is equally popular
for both boys and girls and there are a
large number of retired people who play
at local clubs and sports centres as an
ideal form of exercise. Furthermore, the
design of some tables allows for a
wheelchair under the table, enabling
people with physical disabilities to play.

What’s the size of the table tennis
market in the UK?

The UK market remains steady year on
year. The size of the market grows
annually, but is fairly predictable with
peaks in terms of sales to clubs and
schools at the start of the table tennis
season in September and peaks for the
home market pre-Christmas and from
Easter through to the end of the summer.

What are the biggest and best
performing brands in the UK? Which
brands do you distribute and why?

There are a number of table tennis
brands in the UK, but very few offer
products to suit all markets. There are
specialists in the competition market,
such as Tibhar and Joola, and a number
of companies who manufacture
products for the home leisure industry,
such as Kettler and Super Tramp, but
only Cornilleau and Butterfly provide a
range of products suitable for the home
market, schools, clubs and
competitions.

UK Table Tennis is a specialist
supplier to this sport. We work closely
with Europe’s leading supplier of table
tennis tables - a French company called
Cornilleau - and are the sole UK
importer for the Cornilleau and Tectonic
brands.

Cornilleau is a great innovator in
the sport of table tennis and has been
producing tables for over 35 years,
selling more tables in Europe than any
other manufacturer. At UK Table Tennis
we believe that the Cornilleau brand has
the very best range of tables and
accessories on the market. 

In collaboration with Michelin,
Cornilleau developed a brand new
range of bats 18 months ago - the
Tacteo series. These have revolutionised
the table tennis bat market as they are a
one-piece composite blade, making

tricky due to the size and weight of
each individual table, as well as the
considerable shop floor space they
occupy. 

Most manufacturers are happy to
stock this equipment centrally and
despatch tables on a dropship basis to
alleviate the problem. Where stores
have the ability to display a
demonstration table, which is often
smaller and can be folded when not in
use, this will help increase sales of
table tennis tables through retail
outlets. Internet selling also plays a
big part in this market.

Outdoor tables are the most
popular choice for the home market
due to limited indoor space (the table
alone occupies 2.74m x 1.53m and
additional playing space is required
around the table). 

Whilst the playing surface on
indoor tables are manufactured from
chipboard, outdoor tables are usually
made from a resin laminate, which
can withstand the various elements of
sun, rain, snow and frost. Competitive
play is always on an indoor table and
schools also tend to choose rollaway
(folding) indoor models as being the
best balance of cost and storage
requirements.

Unlike table tennis tables,
accessories - such as bats, balls, nets
and so on - are stocked by most sports
retailers. Individual players, both for
the home and competitive market, will
often buy their equipment from high
street retailers. Whilst there are
companies who specialise purely in
table tennis bats, offering custom-
made paddles, blades and rubbers,
sports retailers tend to capture the
mass market for bats and balls.
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IN SEASON TABLE TENNIS

Stiga Titanium bat 
Stiga's premium table tennis bat offers
excellent spin and speed for the most
discerning of competition players. Leading players
from around the world have helped Stiga develop
this super-fast and spiny bat.

Lion Super Carbo bat
Lion in China is a leading producer of table tennis bats. The
Lion Super Carbo is a 7 ply bat that incorporates Carbo layers
to enhance the sweet spot. A truly exceptional bat for
competition players.
Lion: 01903 267599. info@stiga-lion.com

Rucanor Table Tennis
Rucanor Sports has made further improvements to its table
tennis range in the current ‘Never out of Stock’ catalogue.

All seven models of bat, from the entry-level Toru Super
II through to the ITTF approved 6 star model TTB160 II with
6.4mm Nordic plywood blade & 2.2mm sponge, have
reversed rubber and are presented in an attractive nylon
carry case.

To enable the customer to make their selection, a
technical sheet is visible through the front of the case
showing the specifications for the full range of bats.

Also available is a net and post set, plus a range of balls
presented in clear plastic tubes, from ‘single circle’ quality
(also loose as a gross) through to a seamless 3 star ITTF
approved match ball.

The Rucanor table tennis range is already proving a
success for a number of retailers who have recognised that
there are fantastic margins to be made by offering products
from a company that may not yet be an established table
tennis brand, but which can supply a comparable quality
product from stock held throughout the year.
For further information on these or any other products
from the Rucanor range, call the Sales Hotline 
Number: 0845 2300147.

Table tennis
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The Tacteo Series table tennis bats
Leaders in their respective markets, Cornilleau and Michelin combined their know-how,
innovation and technical resources to develop the world’s first range of composite
table tennis bats. Designed predominantly for leisure use, these offer superior
performance and unique benefits to table tennis players.

The result of the collaboration is an excellent product, with unique features offering
significant benefits to table tennis players as well as additional pleasure and
enjoyment. The key features are:
■ Shock resistant and waterproof
■ Durable for intensive use
■ Ergonomic for a good grip and comfort of play
■ Innovative composite material
■ Soft touch grip
■ Appeal and style

The Tacteo series consists of three models that are
adapted to different types of playing requirements in
terms of the level of speed, rotation and control
required.
■ Tacteo 60 Fiber: polymer and glass fibre blade
■ Tacteo 50: Polymer blade
■ Tacteo 30: Polymer blade

The Tacteo 30 is designed specifically for ‘institutional use’ in, for
example, schools, sports clubs and holiday venues. 
For more details contact UK Table Tennis Ltd (sole UK authorised importer of
Cornilleau table tennis equipment) on 0845 2600 780, email
sales@uktabletennis.co.uk or visit www.tacteo.co.uk

www.sportindustry.biz

Butterfly Centrefold with red legs and
anti skid surface
Top of the Butterfly range is the Centrefold
Rollaway, which incorporates a 25 mm top with a
special Anti Skid playing surface. Butterfly has table
tennis tables to suit all needs and standards.
For further information contact Norma Bonson at
Ransome Sporting Goods, Wood Street,
Middlesbrough TS1 1JP. Tel: 01642 224444. Fax: 01642
226000. Email: nb@rsgsport.com
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Schildkrot Alan Cooke gift pack
Schildkrot has launched a new table tennis gift pack
endorsed by the six-times English Champion, Alan
Cooke, consisting of a red and black ITTF approved
1.8 mm sponge reversed rubber on a 5 ply blade with
an attractive flared handle.

Included in the pack are three Schildkrot Alan 
Cooke practice balls and an attractive red and grey
bat case with a ball pocket. Also included is attractive 
display packaging.

http://www.tacteo.co.uk
http://rsgsport.com
http://www.sportindustry.biz
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UK Table Tennis - The Table Tennis Specialist

NEW FOR 2007!
Tectonic 50 Indoor & Outdoor

BESTSELLING BATS!  
Tacteo 50 & 60

The new Tectonic 50 indoor and outdoor models, which are manufactured in
France, are supplied with a net and post set. They benefit from a 2 year guarantee

(3 years on the outdoor playing surface), have a compact folding system and 4
locking points for complete safety in both storage and playing positions.

UK Table Tennis Limited
Sole Authorised Importer of Cornilleau Table Tennis Equipment

Worthing Road, West Grinstead, Horsham, West Sussex, RH13 8LG
Tel: 0845 2600 780  Fax: 0845 2600 790 Email: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk Web: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

Cornilleau manufactures table tennis products for all levels of the sport - from hobby equipment 
designed for recreational use right up to products approved by the ITTF for top level competition use.

Sports Insight Buyers’ Guide 2007/8
Tel: 01206 505947 or 01206 500240  Email: keith@sports-insight.co.uk
Please fax back to 01206 500243 or visit www.sports-insight.co.uk/buyersguide

Manufacturers, Wholesalers, Distributors,
Independent Retailers & Marketing Specialists ensure
your company is included in the most definitive and largest
circulated guide to the Sports Industry.

The UK Sports Buyers’ Guide is cleverly indexed for quick
navigation and designed exclusively for the Sports industry,
providing over 8000 Sports buyers and retailers with an
essential and comprehensive source of information.

Manufacturers, Distributors, Wholesalers, Independent
Sports Retailers, Agents, Sports Marketing Specialists and
Service Providers are invited to take advantage of
unmissable year-long exposure within this vital industry
guide, with a choice of options to suit all budgets. The
2007/8 edition of the Sports Buyers’ Guide will be
published in print and on our website in July 2007.

www.uktabletennis.co.uk
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk/buyersguide
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IN SEASON FOOTCARE

footdisc
Selecting the perfect running shoe can be a difficult and time-
consuming process. Get it wrong and you may find the ‘no win, no
fee’ brigade banging at your door. While this might not be happening
right now, times are changing. 

Products such as footdisc can be a part of your company’s shoe
fitting protocol, identifying the key criteria to suit your customers’
requirements. 

Scholl Athlete’s Foot range
As much as 22 per cent of the population suffered
from athlete’s foot within the last 12 months. The
condition is even more prevalent among athletes,
who frequently expose their feet to moist or humid
conditions.

The Scholl Athlete’s Foot range offers a fast,
powerful treatment for the condition, destroying
fungi and preventing reinfection, as well as
relieving itching and soreness. 

Scholl athlete’s foot products contain Tolnaftate
antifungal, which destroys athlete’s foot fungi.
The following products are available:
■ Scholl Athlete’s Foot Cream - instantly cools
and soothes the affected sore area.

■ Scholl Athlete’s Foot Spray is a convenient
format, providing cooling relief that is simple and
quick to use.

■ Scholl Athlete’s Foot Powder has the benefit
of drying out the infected area, thereby reducing
the moisture that the fungus relishes. It is also
ideal for sprinkling in socks and shoes to kill the
fungi that can linger. The powder is used for
added protection, in conjunction with the spray
or cream.

Scholl: 0870 122 2689. 
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footdisc identifies foot type by highlighting contact areas using your
customer’s body heat and weight; it’s rather like the ‘wet test’ but without
the water. Simply match your customer’s foot type and static leg axis to those
on the chart and it will guide you towards either a cushion, support or
control shoe. 

footdisc’s ‘shoe category stickers’ can be placed in the storeroom to
guide your staff towards the correct category. footdiscs are also used to
identify footdisc insoles.
Call Jonathan on 01344 621475 or visit www.footdisc.co.uk for more
information.

Footcare

http://www.footdisc.co.uk
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IN SEASON FOOTCARE

SOLE Custom Footbeds
Why do athletes use SOLE to custom fit their footwear?
■ To help prevent or treat foot and lower limb injury.

■ To increase performance by improving stability and alignment
with proper support that will also reduce lower limb fatigue and
increase overall comfort.

SOLE Custom Footbeds:
■ Are guaranteed to fit and work

■ Are heat mouldable for a custom fit 

■ Provide full foot and lower limb support

■ Come in five models to fit most footwear applications

By design, the fitting process is fast and easy - about five
minutes. Customers can fit SOLE at home or you can add that
extra level of service by offering custom fitting in-store. Take
your specialised product to the next level and become a SOLE
retailer. 

New for 2007 - SOLE Technical Sport Socks - four models
in black or white.
www.yoursole.co.uk or 
call 0845 644 3742. 
Great for running, hiking, cycling,
football, rugby, golf, walking, work,
ski and snowboarding, indoor court
sports and outdoor field sports.

Your feet couldn’t be 
in better hands
Invented by Podiatrist Phillip Vasyli, ORTHAHEEL
insoles realign the feet and ankles to their
‘natural’ position. This, in turn, could bring
natural lasting relief and comfort from many
aches and pains associated with poor walking and
running style, as well as posture.

Vasyli has been at the forefront of research
and development for the last 25 years and has
just announced the Vasyli Think Tank. The Think
Tank will grow and evolve into a powerful source
of learning and product development backed by
clinically certified research.

The Think Tank is structured to foster
collaboration and thought amongst some of the
world’s leading thinkers in lower limb
biomechanics.

Vasyli’s ORTHAHEEL insoles are backed by a
30-day unconditional money-back guarantee.
Effective as an impulse purchase due to exciting
and explanatory packaging, or as an introductory
add-on sale, ORTHAHEEL insoles ensure your
customers are fit for sport participation while
adding extra profit.
So as you can see, your feet - or your customers -
couldn’t be in better hands. To join the Vasyli
experience, or for more information, call 0800 027
6159 or visit www.walkpainfree.com

www.sportindustry.biz

http://www.yoursole.co.uk
www.walkpainfree.com


Match your customer’s foot type with the footdisc® performance insole they need

High arch Provides extensive (lateral) cushioning and support

Med arch A balance of support and cushioning for the normal foot

Low arch Medial arch control to reduce over-pronation

t: 01344 621475 e: sales@footdisc.co.uk w: www.footdisc.co.uk
MAR Systems, 29 Llanvair Drive, South Ascot, Berkshire SL5 9HS

footdisc® – outstanding products that deliver outstanding profits

The patented footdisc® measuring device simplifies shoe selection
  Selecting the perfect running shoe needn’t be a difficult or time consuming process: 

◊ footdisc® identifies your customer’s foot type by displaying contact areas through pressure and body heat.

◊ Easily match your customer’s foot type and static leg axis with those on the footdisc® chart and it will guide you 

towards either a cushion, support or control shoe.

footdisc® performance 
shoe selector

◊ Aids selection 

◊ Easy to use

◊ Saves time

http://footdisc.co.uk


RIGHT: It is important
to enjoy life outside
work to find the
optimum work/life
balance

Benefits
The media have certainly fuelled the
idea that the UK has an innate
workaholic nature, but as Matthew
Knowles, a spokesperson for the
Federation of Small Businesses (FSB),
says in reality, the working culture that
we have appears to bring many benefits. 

“The UK has found a happy
medium between the US and the rest
of Europe,” he says. “It seems to be a
healthy compromise that means that
British businesses are doing very well,
but also allows employees to maintain
a better work/life balance. Calls for
more European-style working
conditions would eat away at our
competitive advantage, but working
longer hours or having less time off is
not necessarily a good idea either.

“So comparing our working hours
just to Europe is only half the story.
Currently it seems to be a good balance
and we need to keep it at about the
same level that it is at present.”

CIPD cites Professor David Guest,
who examined the impact of a range of
factors on employee perceptions of their
health and daily well-being. The report

concluded that: ‘…although working
longer hours may be harmful to health,
the social support received by those
working long hours and their control
over their work have a positive effect,
mitigating some of the negative effects.’

Gill Edinburgh offers this advice:
“Get help. There is lots of free,
independent advice that can help you
take a longer more strategic view of
your business. Taking that deep breath
and taking your eye off the immediate
day-to-day firefighting will allow you
to plan, monitor progress and allow
you to delegate effectively.

“Ultimately, anyone can be taken
away from his or her business
unexpectedly, and it has to have the
ability to survive in these circumstances.
Delegate in areas of little risk initially to
give you confidence, and have a plan
that allows you to build this up to a
stage where you don’t have to avoid
taking a holiday, or you find you can
leave the mobile at home.” 

When owner-managers in
particular are asked about their attitude
to the long hours they work, generally
they will be reticent, and not resentful,

WORK/LIFE BALANCE

How many hours do you work each
week? Even with the Working Time
Directive, it seems that the UK
workforce continues to be obsessed
with working longer and longer hours. 

In 2004/05 stress, depression or
anxiety was the second most commonly
cited work-related illness, according to
the HSE’s Self-Reported Work-Related
Illness survey. Staff absence accounted
for around 12.8 million working days
during the same period. Staff citing 
these illnesses took, on average, 31 days
off work. 

Work-oriented culture 
Gill Edinburgh, the Strategy Director at
Sussex Enterprise, outlines her views on
how the current work-oriented culture
has developed. “When we did embrace
the Working Time Directive, we only
did so provided we could have an opt-
out for those who wanted to and for
senior managers,” she says. 

“We also value flexibility and speed
of response - for small businesses, it is
important to be able to deliver new
contracts on often short lead times.
Employing people is expensive, so
small businesses often just make do, but
that puts pressure on people to work
long hours. 

“It is also important to remember
that the head of the organisation often
sets a long-hours culture. Equally, some
people respond well to working hard,
and this may result in occasional long
hours which they enjoy giving. The
difference is that this is by choice, not
enforced, and will not necessarily result
in an adverse impact on their day-to-day
health or well-being.”

Redressing your work/life balance
should be one of your top priorities, as
work-related illness and the level of
stress that owner-managers in 
particular are experiencing shows no
signs of decreasing over the short or
medium term. 

“Work-life balance is the current
mantra, the nirvana we all aspire to
achieve,” says Mike Emmott, head of
employee relations at the Chartered
Institute of Personnel and 
Development (CIPD). “Despite the
introduction of the working time
regulations, four million people in the
UK work more than 48 hours a week
and the number is increasing.”

Take a break
Owner-managers can easily become workaholics in the drive 
for success. A healthy work/life balance is essential, says Dave Howell
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course, that's easier said than done.” 
Independent storeowners have the

added stress of leaving their own
business in the hands of others while
they are away. Small business owners
are notoriously bad at delegation and
often attempt to run every aspect of
their business single-handedly. Time
off, then, becomes even more of an
impossibility for them. 

As we have already seen, some
managers thrive on this kind of
workload and the stress it brings, but
generally, you should try and take
regular extended breaks from your
business or your responsibilities as a
manager.

Gill Edinburgh says: “For owner-
managers, if they follow the advice on
planning, they should feel confident to
leave their business and their
mobile/Blackberry at home and feel
sure they will find their business in
good shape when they return. For
managers, they should be discouraged
from taking their Blackberry away
when they are on leave.

“A week, or two weeks break
without any contact with work is

that they must put in long hours to see
their business flourish. Says Mike
Emmott: “Evidence would suggest that
where there is an element of choice,
long hours are not seen as detrimental
at all - and even an owner-manager has
an element of choice.”

Time off
If you manage a store or own the
business yourself, finding time to take a
break can seem almost impossible, but
it is essential that you plan to take 
some time off. Research has
consistently shown that breaks can be a
superb way for you to actually increase
your performance and productivity, as
you return to work ready to take on
new challenges

“It is difficult to tell owner-
managers what to do - only they know
what is best for their business,” says
Matthew Knowles. “However, they
could boost their business by taking a
break and then coming back refreshed
afterwards. They need, in an ideal
world, to find someone they can trust to
fill in for them on a short-term basis to
allow them to have that break. But, of

likely to encourage managers to return
with recharged batteries. However,
remembering the individual nature of
employees, some managers may find
lack of contact for that length of time
just as stressful - because of the lack of
control - as those who find too much
contact stressful.”

Technology can certainly become a
burden when you are trying to switch off
from your business or responsibilities,
but as CIPD’s Mike Emmott comments,
if you have a culture within your
business that protects a good work/life
balance, technology can be a great asset. 

“A series of case studies to work/life
balance that we recently completed
showed that technology could help
smaller companies in particular improve
their work/life balance,” he says. 

“Small businesses use technology
to help them manage their business,
but they should also be committed to
protecting their family life as well.
With everyone in the business
committed to this aim, technology is
then not something that stops them
from being able to switch off, but is an
essential tool that protects their family
life as they can manage their
communications across the business.”

Holiday debt
Latest figures suggest that UK
companies have built up a huge
holiday debt to the tune of £14.5
billion of unclaimed holidays that are
lost every year. According to
workplace consultant Cromer, nearly
five million employees worked an
average of an extra day a week in
unpaid overtime in 2005 alone. These
figures look set to inexorably rise over
the next few years.

Says Matthew Knowles: “The
business owner is the right person to
decide what is right for them. But
micro managing everything about a
business much bigger than a one-man
band is counter-productive. What's the
point employing people if you still try
and do their job too?

“Being able to recruit, train and
then trust staff is a key step to growing
a small business. Provided you're
happy with the people you've hired -
and why would you employ them
otherwise? - you can slowly let go to
the point where, once you're happy
with your staff on the back of their
body of work over time, you can take a
week or more off to relax.”

For owner-managers, taking time off
and trusting their business to their staff is
often the most difficult step to take, but
it’s something they must do to protect
their work/life balance and, therefore,
their business’ long-term future.
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RIGHT:
www.mandmdirect.com
has more than 15
million visitors each
year

BELOW RIGHT:
The M and M Direct
website is powered by
Cshop from Iocea - a
specialist IT services
company

E-TAILING

Currently employing 470 staff, the M
and M Direct story began in
Herefordshire in early 1987 when
their Nike representative, Ken
Mallender, introduced Mark Ellis and
Martin Churchward. The two
founders started their careers with
retail shops in Hereford and
Stourbridge, and joined forces to buy
end-of-line clearance sports products.

The success of this led the pair to
venture into off-page advertising, with
the first advert appearing in Shoot
magazine in 1987. National press
adverts followed in 1990, specifically
offering clothing and footwear. 

Flourished
The business flourished around
Churchward’s shop in Stourbridge and
soon outgrew the premises. As both men
lived in the area, a site in Leominster

was purchased and the company was
born. Trading as M and M Sports, it
soon began to grow, as ongoing word-
of-mouth recommendations helped the
business thrive.

“M and M Sports was one of the
first strictly sporting mail order
catalogues to cater for all needs, with
goods at lower prices providing extra
incentive to purchase,” says M and
M Direct’s CEO Mike Tomkins.
“That framework of the business still
exists today, where the principal
ethos of the business is to provide
top-quality clothing and accessories
at a genuine discount.”

After a management buy-out in
2004, the company identity was
changed to M and M Direct to reflect
its move into selling fashion and
lifestyle brands. New senior managers
were drafted in to develop expertise in
each of the key areas of the business
and a new emphasis was placed on the
development of the website,
www.mandmdirect.com. 

The M and M Direct website is
powered by Cshop from Iocea - a
specialist IT services company near
Lincoln. The level and diversity of
the stock range that is presented
meant that a solid and reliable 
search facility was required.
Customers are also able to browse
the entire catalogue as an alternative
to searching.

The M and M Direct website
seamlessly integrates with its standard
operating procedures and fulfilment
systems (Sanderson MailBrain), and
passes orders to the system at regular
intervals, receiving in return product,
stock and customer information. 

Marketing staff have complete
control over the site’s front page to
allow promotions to be quickly
uploaded to the site. Cshop is also fully
scalable, enabling M and M Direct to
expand as and when it needs to.

The website, which displays the
100-plus fashion, outdoor and sport
brand offerings, records more than 15
million visitors each year, with a
growing 600,000-strong email
database. In 2005 the majority of
orders came via the telephone, but
today up to 57 per cent of orders are
received through the website.

How they 
built it 
Dave Howell takes a look at
ecommerce success, M and M Direct

http://www.mandmdirect.com
http://www.mandmdirect.com
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M AND M DIRECT AT A
GLANCE

■ Established as M and M Sports,
1987.
■UK’s leading online discount
sports and fashion retailer.
■ Based in Hereford and employs
470 local staff.
■Management buy out, 2004 -
corporate identity changed to M and
M Direct.
■ Key product offerings in sportstyle,
fashion, lifestyle, surf and outdoor.
■ Brand portfolio

Sports/outdoor: Nike, Adidas,
Reebok, Puma, Berghaus, Nike ACG,
Columbia, Merrell, plus all other
major brands.

Also includes fashion and
lifestyle brands: Levi’s, Bench, Replay,
Firetrap, Ted Baker, Dolce & Gabbana
and many more major brands.
■ Current catalogue database: 2.6m
customers.
■Active database at 600,000, and
growing at 25 per cent per annum.
■ Consumer age: 46 per cent under
the age of 34. 61 per cent under the
age of 40.
■Gender split: 60 per cent female,
40 per cent male.
■Average order value: £50.
■ Five major catalogues issued a
year.
■ 15 additional campaigns per year,
including sports and equipment.
■Web consumers: seven million
visitors to www.mandmdirect.com in
2005.
■ 500,000 on web database and
growing consistently.
■Operational overview

Call centre open seven days a week.

No-quibble, money-back
guarantee.

Returns level at eight per cent
(industry average 20 per cent).

Orders despatched within 24
hours, with deliveries sent on 24
hours or standard service.

Sports Insight Buyers’ Guide 2007/8
Book online at www.sports-insight.co.uk

Q. Your store is powered by 
Cshop. Why did you choose this
particular platform?

A. The main reason was that it was
flexible and could be adapted to fit our
business model. Other platforms we
reviewed at the time did not allow this.
In addition, the size of Iocea, from who
we receive Cshop, allows senior top-level
attention and flexibility.

Q. From a design perspective, your
homepage doesn't follow general 

ecommerce rules of having left
navigation, for instance. Was how
your store is laid out a conscious
decision? If so, what motivated 
that decision?

A. We have taken a great deal of external
advice and are at present reworking the
website to incorporate this feature, as
well as a number of other improvements
to enhance the customer experience.

Q. You have seen huge growth over
the last few years. What do you
think your customers like about
your store?

A. From feedback, the main areas are
obviously price, ease of use of the site
and customer service - we deliver when
we say we do. You have to cater for all
types of customers. Most just want to
find their bargains quickly and checkout,
but some want to have a look through
all the products and take their time - you
have to allow the site to do both.

We aim to give an easy customer
online experience and spend a great deal
of time ensuring the site is correctly
merchandised so the consumer finds
what they need easily. It is also
imperative we keep the site fresh and
use a great deal of web analytic tools to
continually update product and banners
to maximise the experience.

Q. I notice that you have customer
feedback directly on the product
details page. Has this kind of
personalisation helped to attract and
retain customers over the long term?

A. We have always included this area on
our site as it gives customers another
avenue for feedback other than the
existing channels. Due to the restrictions
of above-the-line advertising with the
brands we sell, we have had to use
referral as our main source of customer
acquisition, both online and offline.
Showing endorsement by customers is
also the best way to alleviate any fears a

new customer coming onto the site that
have never heard of our brand may have.

Q. Abandoned trolleys are a constant
problem for many ecommerce
businesses. What do you do to
combat this?

A. We are in the process of implementing
a programme this year with Logan Tod.
We are reviewing the checkout funnel and
implementing various strategies and
changes to reduce drop out and increase
conversion of baskets.

Q. M and M Direct is not a pure-play
ecommerce store, as you also have a
telephone order hotline and
traditional printed catalogue. Do you
think this is an important factor in
today's ecommerce market? Do
customers still want to pick up the
phone and talk to the stores they buy
from online?

A. It is vital that you give the customer the
option to choose which channel they
want to use - they all add to the mix.
Some customers will go online and order
over the phone, others will never contact
us by phone and there are still customers
who go online and will then pay by
cheque - it is the customer’s choice. Each
channel should complement each other.

We have tested not mailing
catalogues or replacing them with emails
and postcards, and we still see a
significant uplift within the web
customer base to those we send
catalogues. The return on investment far
outweighs the cost of production, but
further testing will be carried out, as well
as customer research.

Q. What advice would you offer to a
business that was looking to set up
their first online store?

A. Know your customer and never promise
anything you cannot deliver. Understand
the customer journey and give a great
customer experience. Always keep the site
fresh to keep customers coming back.
Ensure your search is correct and do not
over complicate.

Q. What do you think the future of
online retailing looks like?

A. The market place is only going to get
more competitive. Areas such as search
engine optimisation and social
networking are key at the moment.
Companies that get these strategies right
will increase their share, irrelevant of
their current size.

Pay per click is now moving more
towards relevancy also, and sites now
have to bear this more in mind when
looking for rankings. Shopping
comparison sites are also a 
growth area, so competition on price
will also increase. si

Q&A - Mike Tomkins, CEO, M and M Direct
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Joined-up thinking
the market with their multi-channel
initiatives and those that are simply
concentrating on providing the same
‘look and feel’ or product range across
their retail channels, but still running new

channels as separate businesses.2007 will see more sports retailers
striving for this ‘tier 1’ status and looking

at ways to offer their customers the
opportunity not only to order but also
collect and return via all retail channels. 

The trend has involved retailers such

as JJB Sports introducing in-store kiosks

or a ‘no-quibble’ returns policy in-store

for goods bought online. Other areas that

should be considered are online
ordering/in-store pick services and
standardising processes (such as returns)

over all shopping channels.
Sharing information across
the business As retailers achieve systems integration

across their multi-channel business in
2007, they will realise the merits of
providing transparent training and open
communication across all channel teams. 

Staff training will encompass more
than just individuals’ job and department

functions. Reporting the performance and

success of each channel will show staff

how each channel impacts on and
supports the other. In addition, making

2006 was hailed by many as the year

that multi-channel retailing truly took

off, but the next 12 months will see
this develop even further. As competition between sports retailers

continues to hot up, 2007 is going to be a

key year for all. Although the majority of

sports retailers now offer more than one
shopping channel, many are still operating

them as different businesses. In order to
become truly multi-channel, sports retailers

must now be looking at integrating their

channels and offering the same services
and products across the entire business. 

Key to the success of any multi-
channel proposition is the full integration of

all back and front-end systems across all

business areas, but historically many sports

retailers have struggled to do this. Ensuring full integration across your

business is not easy, particularly if you
have legacy systems and business
processes still in place that pre-date your

new channels. However, if you want to be

successful it is essential. There are a
number of areas that need to be considered

in order to do this:

Providing all services across
all channels At present we can see a chasm between

retailers such as JJB Sports excelling in

information on each channel available
across the business makes it easier for
staff to resolve consumer issues,
regardless of which channel they have
used to place their order.Call centres Whether a retailer’s own operation or a

third party resource, multi-channel
retailing needs to be supported by call
centres that combine integrated systems
with relevant training. Rather than redirect

store enquiries to local stores or head
office, call centres can be empowered to
handle the majority of enquiries whether,

for example, store, web, product or
promotion-related.

Cross channel brandingA retailer’s brand is its most valuable
asset and it is essential that this is visible

across your entire business. You need to

recognise that your brand can be stamped

on more that just your store and website

design to maintain brand consistency. 
The aim should be to improve the

brand experience by implementing the
brand values and ethos throughout the
fulfilment process. For example, staff
will be trained in brand culture and what

this means for any interaction with a
customer by store, call centre or home
delivery staff. Gone are the days when retailers are

considered to be multi-channel by purely

offering a transactional website 
alongside their high street stores. In order

to keep up with this ever-expanding
industry, sports retailers must ensure they

are providing their customers with
exactly what they want - which is a 
fully integrated business that is 
consistent throughout.

Zendor chief executive Nick Allen on true 

multi-channel integration in sports retail 

si
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The Directory
To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk or tim@sports-insight.co.uk

ATHLETIC / SCHOOL CLOTHING EPOS AND STOCK MANAGEMENT

TABLE TENNIS

SPORTS WEAR

YOGA AND PILATES LOOKING FOR UK DISTRIBUTORS? 

VIGA
Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

• WATERPROOF JACKETS • 
• GILET TOP •

• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS • 
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS • 

• VESTS • 
• SHORTS •

EQUIPMENT

CRICKET SWEATERS

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists

Phone: 0845 2600 780 Fax: 0845 2600 790
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

TEAMWEAR

WHOLESALER

F S T
Tel: 01473 744949/744830
Email: fstsales@dial.pipex.com
Website: www.fst.co.uk

Suppliers of Tennis Equipment
and Sports Floodlighting

Archery suppliers since 1963

Bows, arrows, crossbows, 

targets, accessories.

Tel:   01296 632573

Email: admin@petron.info

Web: www.petron.info

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours. 

Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.
Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229  Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

NEW

ARCHERY

We have 22 years experience of selling,
marketing, storing & distributing sports
products and are looking to expand our
business by taking on another agency. 

We have a large warehouse, offices, resources and the
infrastructure needed to make a success of your brand in
the UK. 

Please contact us on the details below. 
Paul Smith, Goode Sport, Newton House,
23 Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, AL7 3AU 
E-mail: paul@ashaway.co.uk  Tel: 01707 321397 

Are you looking for a distributor
or looking to change your

distributor in the UK?

To advertise your business in Sports Insight

contact Tim Wilby on: 01206 500240 

or email: tim@sports-insight.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.ukInsight
Sports

Insight
Sports

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football souvenirs available from stock.
• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery    • Latest Products and Designs

To place an order or request a catalogue: Call 08702 646 255  Fax 08702 646 257
Email sales@bbsports.co.uk

Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS, 29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA 

EPoS and Stock Management
Solutions for the Independent
Sports Retailer

T: 01548 843586 
E: kudos@kudos-software.co.uk
W: www.kudos-software.co.uk

mailto:keith@sports-insight.co.uk
mailto:tim@sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.viga.co.uk
http://www.kudos-software.co.uk
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
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SPORTS BOTTLES

FOOTBALL COLLECTABLES

TEAMWEAR

WEB TRADE DIRECTORY

MERCHANDISING

AGENTS REQUIRED

Require an Agent for your premium Brand?

Email: dave@djbsales.com Website: www.djbsales.com Tel: 07875 494 578 Fax: 01494 522 221 

Do you require a 'premium brand' specialist Agent for your National
Accounts or London / Home Counties / East Anglia area? I
have over 15 years sports sales (and marketing) experience at National,
Buying Group & Independent level in apparel, equipment & footwear. Contact
Dave Bates on the below email address or telephone number.

OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Global Football Company offers by far the most comprehensive range of licensed football products available,

which this year includes a number of lines that are totally exclusive to us. From branded footballs &
playing accessories such as sweatbands, water bottles and captain’s armbands to fan products like

hats, scarves, flags, gloves, mugs, keyrings, badges, and executive gifts
such as leather wallets, pewter tankards, hip flasks and zippo lighters.

See the web site at www.globalfootballcompany.com
and contact us for full details: T: 0161 282 0770

F: 0161 282 0733  E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

Contact Richard Stebbing today to see how we can help 
get your products into Primary Schools nationwide

01206 505957
richard@primary-choice.com

NEW, from the publishers
of Sports Insight comes

Primary Choice Magazine

Primarychoicewww.primary-choice.com

KS1&2 RESOURCES REVIEWED BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

• Read by 20,000 named Primary School
Head Teachers every issue.

• Published 6 times a year - one issue for
every half term.

• The only magazine dedicated to product
reviews written for teachers, by teachers.

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade 
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk

DISTRIBUTORS OF OFFICIAL FOOTBALL
MERCHANDISE

Trade Accounts now available online
www.footballsouvenirs.net

30 Racecourse Road, Gallowfields Trading Estate, Richmond, North Yorks DL10 4TG

Telephone 05600 767108 Tel/Fax 01748 826024

FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS LIMITED

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.thewholesaler.co.uk
mailto:dave@djbsales.com
http://www.djbsales.com
http://www.globalfootballcompany.com
http://www.primary-choice.com
http://www.footballsouvenirs.net
http://www.howardplastics.com
mailto:info@globalfootballcompany.com
mailto:richard@primary-choice.com
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uppers had detached
themselves from the soles
before he had gone 10
strides. Norman told
him that it had
been on the radio
that acid rain had
fallen in
Huddersfield that
morning and
gave him his
money back.

I have to
admit that when
dealing with
customers who have marched
into the shop fizzing with fury, it's a
pleasure to watch Norman at work, as
this recent instance shows. Customer:
“I want to speak to the proprietor. Now
look here. We ordered a skateboard for
my daughter's birthday three weeks
ago and this is the fourth time I've been
in. What the hell are you playing at?"

Norman: “The proprietor's in
hospital I'm afraid. The wholesaler let
us down and the boss was making a
special trip to fetch your board when a
runaway petrol tanker hit his car.
Things aren't looking too good. We'll
know more when he comes out of the

oxygen tent. The family heard him
whisper that he hoped your daughter
has a happy birthday and that I should
give you your money back."

Customer: “That’s terrible. I feel
awful. Poor chap. Send him my very
best. Just let us know when the
board eventually comes. Don't worry
about my daughter - she’s getting a
pony anyway."

Shopkeeper's scourge
You hope that you won't see him
again, but the same can't always be
said of the shopkeeper's scourge: the
habitual complainers. You know the
ones I mean: whatever you try to sell
them and whatever its price, it won't
be good enough. And if they've
already bought something, they're

last seen hurrying from the shop with
his coat collar over his mouth.

Remember, too, that if you're
crafty you can even profit from
complaints - as in the case of Marks
and Spencer, which is renowned for
its willingness to exchange goods
and refund money. 

A story now part of M&S
folklore concerns a retired major
who bought his underwear from his
local store, wore it out and then took
it back several months later, where it
was exchanged without question.
The canny major had free underwear
for more than a decade - and M&S
had priceless publicity as a company
that looks after its customers. 

For the rest of us, it's nice that
for once a story on such a fraught
subject can have a happy ending.

The conversation every retailer dreads
starts with something like: “I want to
speak to the proprietor," and continues:
“Now look here…” 

Yes, it's someone coming into the shop
to complain, and according to the latest
research, the problem is that the 
complainer won't just tell you about the
problem, but will probably insist on telling
up to 27 other people - whether they're
interested or not.    

That can mean lost customers, lost
sales and lost profit, and as it apparently
costs at least six times as much to find new
customers as to keep the existing ones
happy, the worst scenario is that you've got
to walk around all day with an inane grin
on your face putting up with nonsense from
anyone who's got out of the wrong side of
the bed that morning.

My fault
And that's not as easy as it sounds - as I
discovered only this week when a man in
the shop complained that he was
developing a gumboil and said it was all
my fault. “I didn't have it when I came in,”
he said. “This place must be full of germs.” 

Then, when I refused to sell him just
the one football bootlace - the one in the
other boot was apparently okay - he

threatened to report us to the local health
authority and have the shop closed down.

Luckily my faithful assistant Norman
was on hand to defuse the situation by
donating the bootlace he uses to tie up his
dog outside the pub with, and the man
went away reasonably placated. The 
truth is that Norman, during the course of
a long career in retailing, has learned 
how to deal with complaints - mainly
because his customers have had a lot to
complain about.

He once told me that when he had his
own sports shop in Huddersfield, a man
once came in to complain that it was
raining. As with most of Norman's stories,
there was a bit more to it than that.

It transpired that the man had bought a
pair of expensive trainers, put them on and
walked out into the rain to find that the

Under the counter
A sideways look at the world of independent retailing

“I have to admit that when dealing with customers who have marched 
into the shop fizzing with fury, it's a pleasure to watch Norman at work”
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now bringing it back - with a litany
of complaints about its quality. You
can also bet that there'll be plenty of
talk about statutory rights and the
Office of Fair Trading.

The good news is that we
haven't seen our worst customer
from hell ever since Norman
interrupted his diatribe against the
inadequacies of a pair of Burmese
soccer boots he had bought for his
son with: “I shouldn't stand too close
to the counter. I seem to have caught
something nasty on holiday in the
Gambia and I'm waiting for the
result of tests." The customer was
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